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1 Introduction

1 Introduction

1.1 Overview

Graphical LCD and touch displays are increasingly used in embedded systems to
allow for an ergonomical user interface. Simplify Technologies offers you the prod-
ucts and components as well as complete solutions for the graphical user interface
for your project.

The Simplify Technologies GUI library is a collection of functions and subroutines
for realizing graphical user interfaces for developers who develop their own graph-
ical user interface hardware. The library allows you to benefit from the advantages
of graphical displays without the need of realizing the extensive graphical functions
needed. Especially when a touch display is employed, this results in a significant
simplification and acceleration of your development effort.

If you do not want to develop your own hardware, we offer you our ready–to–go
modules of the LCM series. These can be controlled using a serial interface (which
can be of the type RS–232, RS–422 or RS–485), and thus directly programming of
the modules is not necessary. You can just use the system of your choice to send
instructions to the LCM module which are then interpreted and executed on the
LCM by the GUI Interpreter. The instructions mostly match the functions of the
GUI library, allowing easy porting the application to a system you eventually de-
sign yourself later. This documentation describes how to proceed using the Simplify
Technologies GUI Interpreter.

After a quick start and test of your LCM in section1.2, in chapter1.3 of the hand-
book the basic concepts of interfaceing the LCM module and the GUI Interpreter
are introduced. Chapter3 in detail deals with the functional modules of the GUI
Interpreter and the programming features provided. In chapter2 the serial communi-
cations protocol for sending the instructions is covered. An extensive programming
example which can also be used as a starting point for your application is given in
chapter5. This example serves as an supplement of the descriptions of the previous
chapters and shows important details of how to program the software of the control-
ling device. Chapter7 points out some hints about safety questions which should be
considered when using the LCM and the GUI Interpreter. In AppendixD answers
are given for frequently asked questions.

If this handbook leaves open any questions, we will try to answer them as soon as
possible. We wish you a lot of fun and success for developing your project!
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1.2 Quick start

1.2 Quick start

Before you start to use the more powerful properties and communication features of
the LCM, we suggest to perform a first test of the GUI Interpreter in “ASCII mode”.
To do so, please proceed as follows:

1. Connect the LCM57 with the power supply and with the serial interface of a
PC, using an appropriate adapter (depending on the hardware of the LCM a
simple serial cable may suffice).

2. Start the terminal program of your choice on the PC and set the communica-
tion to the serial interface you use to access the LCM. The data transfer rate
of the terminal program should then be set to the value wanted (supported
baud rates are: 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 76800, 115200). Further param-
eters are: 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity. The terminal program must send a
carriage return (CR = 0x0D) when the retrun key is pressed (we now denote
thecarriage return as<cr>).

3. The LCM now determines the baud rate of the serial transmission (also see
chapter2.1). For this baude rate determination send the@character until the
LCM answers with the wordOK. Then sendzPING <cr > as an acknowl-
edge.

4. Now the LCM understands further instructions in ASCII mode. Each instruc-
tion starts with a smallz and ends with the CR character . Each word and
parameter of an instruction is separated by a space character.

Now first try to draw a line from the coordinate origin to (50, 50). Send:
zLINE 50 50 <cr >. A circle with a radius of 40 can be generated at the
end of this line by sendingzCIRCLE 40 <cr >.

Further simple instructions in ASCII mode are for example:
zSET CURSORPOSITION 0 0 <cr >: set the (invisible) drawing cursor to (0,
0).
zCOLOREDCIRCLE 75 <cr >: draw a filled circle with radius 75.
zTEXT ‘‘hallo’’ <cr >: write the text “hallo”.
zRECTANGLE 100 40 <cr >: draw a rectangle of the width 100 and the height
40.
zSET LINEWIDTH 5 <cr >: Change the line width to 5 (standard is 1).
zINVERT AREA 60 70 <cr >: invert a rectangular area of the width 60 and the
height 70.
zRESET <cr >: reset the hardware and restart the GUI Interpreter.

The following parts of this handbook will introduce more graphical instructions and
efficient methods to communicate with the LCM.
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1 Introduction

1.3 Concept of programming with the GUI Interpreter

The GUI Interpreter basically provides you with the same possibilities like the GUI
library. The most significant difference is, that the graphical user interface or the
appciation respectively is programmed directly using ANSI–C on the display mod-
ule when using the GUI library, while if the GUI Interpreter is used programming
occurs on the side of the controlling hardware. The GUI Interpreter is part of the
display modules of the LCM series and listens to instructions from your hardware
via the serial interface. This allows for using the modules for arbitrary application
without directly programming them. The application developer has the advantage to
just program the system she or he is already familiar with.
Figure1 shows a possible system configuration.

Figure 1: Possible application

General properties: The display module receives data packages, interprets
the content of the packages and then executes the respective instructions and graphi-
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1.3 Concept of programming with the GUI Interpreter

cal functions (for details see chapter2 on the following page). After that the display
module has sent a response, it is ready to receive further commands. Programming a
graphical user interface therefore consists of assembling the appropriate data pack-
ages and to send them to the module. It is advantageous to assemble and send these
data packages within functions which then can be called from your application pro-
gram. At the application level it then is not necessary to deal with the generation of
the data packages.
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2 Serial communication

2 Serial communication

The communication between the controlling device and the LCM module consists
of sending and receiving data packets. Principally the communication proces gets al-
ways initiated by the controlling device (thereafter denotedmaster). The LCM mod-
ule (being aslave) only sends as a response to requests from the master. In most
cases the master only accesses one LCM module, which is the easiest case. There
also is the possibility to connect multiple LCMs to one master resulting in a ”master
/ multi slave” configuration, where each slave is assigned an address.
The communication sequence between master and slave in principle looks as shown
in figure2.

Figure 2: Principle structure of the communication protocol

Additional to a powerful binary communication protocol, the means are provided to
talk to the LCM module in anASCII mode (also refer to section2.2 on the next
page).
First, it is described how the LCM automatically adjusts itself to the serial transfer
rate of the master.

2.1 Autobauding

The LCM adjusts its serial transmission rate at system startup to the rate of the mas-
ter. Arround 500 ms after powerup the devices are ready for the autobauding se-
quence. Supported are the following baud rates: 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 76800
and 115200. The LCM calculates the transmission speed from the time needed for
the master to transmit a “@” character. Thereafter the LCM answers with the string
“OK<cr>” , if one of the above baud rates have been determined. Otherwise it is

8



2.2 ASCII–Mode

waited for another “@” character. Finally the master has to acknowledge with a
“zPING<cr>”. In case the LCM does not answer this command with “0<cr>” the
string has not been understood and the LCM awaits for a new sequence of autobaud-
ing starting with the “@” character. (For an illustration of the autobauding protocol
see figure3.)

Figure 3: Autobauding sequence

2.2 ASCII–Mode

The GUI-Interpreter also interprets instruction in ASCII mode. Because the ASCII
mode does not support the advanced methods of verifying correct communication as
the binary mode, it is not recommended for the use in products but only for testing
purposes. The ASCII mode does not support functions to evaluate touch glasses, and
therefore touch buttons used with touch glasses cannot be controlled in ASCII mode.
In ASCII mode the data packets mentioned before consist of single character strings,
which also can be sent from a simple terminal program of a PC to the LCM. Each
instruction in ASCII mode starts with a lower case “z” and ends with a CR charac-
ter. The words and parameters of an instruction are separated by space characters.
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2 Serial communication

The answer of the LCM to the instructions also consists of a string, which first con-
tains an error number of the instruction executed. If no error occurred (error code
0) space separated return parameters are sent, depending on the instruction. In the
function reference each instruction and its application is explained. The error codes
are explained in appendixA on page66.

2.3 Components of the binary transmission protocol

There are the following requirements for the data transmission:

1. Data transmission shall be both reliable and efficient. There shall be mecha-
nisms to recognize and correct transmission errors.

2. The possibility shall be provided for operating multiple displays on a single
master (e.g. using a RS–485 interface).

3. Optionally we want that the master receives comprehensive answer packets
from the LCM to obtain detailled information or that the slave only resends a
minimal answer to accomodate master systems which cannot interpret com-
prehensive data packets.

4. Implementation of the routines necessary for the master shall be as easy as
possible.

To address these issues the following measures are taken:

1.: For an efficient data transmission data gets transmitted in a binary format. To en-
sure a secure data transmmission each data packet is provided with a check-
sum which allows to verify a correct transmission. This checksum can be
either a simple 16–bit checksum or a CRC16 checksum performed across all
other bytes of a data packet.

Additionally a sequence number can be used and attached to each data packet.
This sequence number is then also used in the answer packet. The next packet
sent from the master is then sent with a sequence number incremented by one.
This allows to verify if data packets have been lost or if an answer packet does
not fit to the instruction packet sent before. The sequence number extends
from 0 to 15. After being 15 the sequence number is resetted to 0.

2.: In the case of multiple slave operation, an address is used to identify the respec-
tive LCM. These addresses extend from 1 to 255 (0 is used for abroadcast
mode, see chapter2.6on page17).
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2.3 Components of the binary transmission protocol

3.: Each data packet contains ananswer flag which determines if the master awaits a
comprehensive answer packet (which then has the same properties discussed
here), or if only a single byte1 should be returned by the LCM as the answer.

If the master only wants to process a single byte as the answer a received
0x00 denotes the condition “no error occurred, slave is ready to receive an-
other instruction packet” . If an error condition occurred the slave sends0xFF
and then is also ready to receive another packet.

4.: When beginning to write the application or for simple applications for the master
the protocol described here can be implemented in a very simple version.
The additional features provided by the protocol can then be subsequently
added as your application requires. In order to even simpler access the LCM
module there is the possiblity to use anASCII mode. This allows to e.g. use a
simple PC terminal programm for controlling the LCM. However the ASCII
mode is not as efficient as the binary mode and also does not povide for other
advantages of the binary mode (as for e.g. checksums, control of sequence
numbers, multi slave configurations). Examples in ANSI–C can be found in
the chapter5 on page56.

The data packtes which are used for trasnmitting the data between master and slave
have the structure as shown in table1.

Component Length Description

1. packet length 1 byte lenght of the whole packet
in bytes (max. 105)

2. packet status byte 1 byte refer to table2
3. slave address 1 byte address of the module accessed,

ommitted if no addressing takes
place

4. data up to 100 byte net data
5. checksum 2 bytes simple 16–bit checksum or

CRC16,
byte1 = MSB, byte2 = LSB

Table 1: Structure of a data packet

1If the one–byte–answer is used, all commands which normaly send back a result or a status
with the answer package make no sense.
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2 Serial communication

Bit Component

7 packet length 1 = answer packet comprehensive,
0 = use one-byte answer

6 Address mode 1 = on, 0 = off
5 Kind of checksum 1 = CRC16, 0 = simple checksum
4 Sequence control 1 = sequence control on, 0 = off
0-3. Sequence number gets incremented with each packet

Table 2: Structure of the packet status byte

In order to use this general protocol for the graphics functions of the LCM mod-
ule the net data contains information on which functions shall be executed. The
parameters to be sent for each function are described in the function reference.
This data now will be also denoted as “instructions”. It is recommended to en-
capsule the composition or the instruction data packets in the master into func-
tions. Such functions are desribed as an example in ANSI–C in chapter5 on
page56 and can be found on the CD of the starter kit. Because these functions
and their parameters are very suitable for the representation of the instructions
we will use the name of the function synonymously to the instructions.

Instructions for and answers of the LCM: The bytes transmitted in the
net data of a packet are interpreted as an instruction by the GUI Interpreter of the
LCM. The first two bytes always contain the instruction token (Instruction ID) (byte
1: MSB, byte 2: LSB). The following bytes contain the parameters of the instruc-
tion. If the paramters contain more than one byte (16 or 32 bit) always the more
signeificant bytes are transmitted first.

Answer packtes which are sent back by the LCM to the master contain at least the
answer packte type (two bytes) and then possible return values of the instruction
called, e.g. the error code (see chapterA on page66).

The answer types conatin status informationen about the communication protocol
and are mainly used for changeing the protocol settings and in the case of an error.
Normally these packets are of the typeLCMOKRESPONSE. The possible answer
packets are described in table3, the values are defined in the file “serialcommands.h”
.
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2.4 Utilization of the protocol properties

Type denomiation Value meaning

LCMOKRESPONSE 1 previous packet correctly received
LCMADDRESSCHANGED 2 LCM address has been changed

(multi slave mode)
LCMCHECKSUMCHANGED 3 kind of checksum changed
LCMSEQUENCECHANGED 4 sequence control changed
LCMBADCHECKSUM 5 wrong checksum in last packet
LCMTIMEOUT 6 timeout for packet awaited

in the LCM
LCMSEQUENCEERROR 7 order of sequences wrong

Table 3: Types of the answer packets

2.4 Utilization of the protocol properties

Here, the options of the protocol for a configuration withone display module in bi-
nary mode are described. Chapter2.6on page17treats, what needs to be considered
if multiple modules are to be used.

Starting condition of the LCM module after power–on: After start-
ing the LCM module settings are such that packets are awaited as follows:

• Setting of the interface: Baudrate (dependend on autobauding) up to 115200 baud,
8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity.

• ASCII mode. To change from ASCII mode to the binary mode send the string
“zBIN”, completed with acarriage return (0x0d). If successful, this is ac-
knowledged by the LCM with0x00 . If no character is returned or it does not
contain0x00 , an error ocurred.

• Answers of the LCM, if specified only consist of one byte.

• There is no addressing (single slave configuration)

• The checksum used for verifying the transmission is only a 16 bit sum, not a
CRC16 checksum.

• Sequence control does not take place, packets are not verifyed to contain sub-
sequent sequence numbers.

• Timeout setting = 0.1 s (see section2.5on page16).
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2 Serial communication

Figure4 shows a complete view of the communication in binary mode. Please note:
At the side of the controlling device (master) only those parts of the protocol need to
be implemented, which get used in the application. It is advisable to first start with
the simple protocol versions and then add more advanced protocol components as
needed.
In order to set the mode which shall be used for the transmission protocol the follow-
ing instructions are available. After such an instruction which influences the trans-
mission protocol has been sent to the LCM, the LCM doesnot reply with an answer.

LCMReset: Perform a software reset of the LCM.

LCMServiceMode : Put LCM into service mode, e.g. to update to a new version
of the GUI Interpreter.

LCMAutobauding : Activate autobauding. Then the data transmission rate can be
determined again.

LCMcrc16on : Use a CRC16 checksum for transmission verification.

LCMcrc16off : Switch off CRC16 checksums. Now only simple 16–bit sums of
the other bytes of the data packet are used as the checksum.

LCMAddressModeOn: Switch on addressing of LCM modules. This means pack-
ets get only interpreted by the modules if they contain the correct address or
if they are sent with the broadcast address 0 (this is needed for a multi slave
configuration, also refer to chapter2.6 on page17, it also works if only one
display modul is present).

LCMSequenceControlOn : Switch on verificaton of sequence numbers.

LCMSequenceControlOff : Switch off verificaton of sequence numbers.

2.4.1 Protocol – most simple version

In the most simple version the advanced features of the binary mode do not need to
be implemented. The controlling master then only needs the following functionality
as also shown in figure4 (here the functions drawn with a dotted line do not need to
be realized):

• Send the instruction packet. Packet status byte = 0x00, checksum is generated
by simply summing up all the bytes of the packet.

• Reception of one byte as the answer packet.

• Interpretation of this bytes as “OK” for 0x00 or as “error” for 0xFF.
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2.4 Utilization of the protocol properties

Figure 4: Communication protokoll
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2 Serial communication

In chapter5 on page56 such a simple master is given as an example which you can
adapt to your platform to get a working sytem quickly.
Please note: A lot of commands provide results, which cannot be handled by the
simple version of the protocol.

2.4.2 Protocol - use of all features

To take advantage of all the features of the protocol all the functions shown on the
master side of figure4 on the page before needs to be implemented. This includes:

• Calculation and interpretation of CRC16 checksums.

• Interpretation of sequence numbers for using sequence control and for appro-
priate reaction in the case of a sequence error (e.g. to resend the packet which
was answered with a wrong sequence number).

• Interpretation of the data of the answer packet. This provides informations
of parameters which are specific for the previous instruction (status, possibly
return of parameters). These instruction–specific answers are described in the
function reference.

Chapter5 also provides for an example implementation for these more advanced
features to allow you to adapt these for your system easily.

2.5 Overview of the functions for communicating with the
interpreter

LCM CRC16 OFF: Switch the CRC checksum of the packets to simple checksum
(sum over all bytes).
LCM CRC16 ON: Switch on the use of 16-bit CRC checksums.
LCM ADDRESS MODE ON: Switch on the address mode of the GUI-Interpreter
(not yet supported).
LCM SEQUENCE CONTROL OFF: Switch on sequencing of packets.
LCM SEQUENCE CONTROL ON: Switch off sequencing of packets.
LCM AUTOBAUDING: Put the LCM into autobauding mode.
LCM WARMSTART: Resets the LCM device and restarts the GUI–Interpreter.
LCM SET TIMEOUT: Set the serial timeout of the GUI-Interpreter for receiving
bytes.
LCM ASCII: Switch to ASCII mode.
LCM GET LAST RESPONSE:Request for sending the answer packet of the last
instruction again.
LCM GET LAST COMMAND CHECKSUM: Gets the checksum of the last suc-
cessfull command send to the LCM module.
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2.6 Multi slave configuration

LCM PING: Request the GUI-Interpreter to send a positive answer.
LCM GET SYSTEM INFO: Gets some information about the connected slave
system (LCM-Module).

2.6 Multi slave configuration

This feature is planned but not yet implemented

17



3 Modules of the GUI Interpreter

3 Modules of the GUI Interpreter

Here the function modules of the GUI Interpreter are described to give a general
overview about the mechanisms and use of these modules as well as the functions
available. Comprehensive information about the details of the functions can be ob-
tained in the function reference.
For every function group there is a function module. Details on how to trigger these
functions by sending data from your controlling device (master) to the LCM using
the serial interface are given in chapter5 on page56, as well as an example imple-
mentation in ANSI–C. Of course you also can use any other programming language
for your master to generate the data packages for communication.
Following, each function module is described using the example implementation of
the master from chapter5. The header files used in this chapter are those for the
example implementation. The header files also contain detail information about the
respective functions.
Each module consists of one C file with the implementation of the functions and a
header file. The header files of the modules are:

display.h: Include file with functions for graphics output.

lcd.h: Include file for the functions specific for controlling the LCD panel.

system.h: Definitios for fonts and their functions.

sound.h: Include file for generating sound on the optional piezo loudspeaker.

touch.h: Include file for functions of the touch glass. These allow input of positions
on the display.

button.h: Include file for functions that allow the realization ofbuttons.

tglass.h: Include file for the calibration of the touch glass.

keyboard.h: Include file with functions to control general keyboards (refer to the
keyboard –channel in section3.8on page29).

t keyb.h: Include file with functions for displaying and controlling of touch key-
boards (refer tot keyb –device, chapter3.9).

lcm.h: Include file for functions which do not have an equivalent within the GUI
library but are specific for the LCM modul. These are the functions concerning
the communications protocol and functions for the handling of binary objects
to be loaded into the LCM.

Moreover there are some additional modules (AddOns), which enhance the core
functionality of GUI library:

18



event handling.h: Include file for controling ”touch events”. The provided func-
tions can be used to readout buttons, keyboard or other contol elements in a
similar way (refer to section3.11on page31).

bar indicator.h: Include file with functions for progress bars.

clip.h: Functions for clipping lines and points against a rectangular area.

inputline.h: Functions to display an inputline for text input (e.g. from a touch key-
board).

popup menu.h: Include file with functions for drawing and controlling popup
menus

menu.h: Include file with functions for more complex menus, which are composed
from several popup menus.

seven segment.h: Functions for drawing scalable seven segment displays.

slider.h: Include file with functions for drawing and processing sliders.

selection list.h: Include file with functions for drawing and processing selection
lists.

logger data.h: Functions to manage datasets for further use in diagrams.

logger disp.h: Functions for drawing diagrams and data curves.

encoder.h: Functions to configure and readout an optical encoder.

guii animation.h: Functions to make animationen, which can run in the back-
ground.

The function names for programming the graphical user interface (GUI) start with
the name of the respective module, e.g. withdisp ... for functions for the display
as e.g.disp set pixel .

In addition to these modules there are the following important files:

portab.h, portab guii.h: Definitions of portable data types and some important
constants.

errors.h: Definitions of error codes for the graphical functions.

errsys.h: Definitions of error codes for communication and other error conditions
of the LCM.

errors guii.h: Definitions of error codes specific for the GUI Interpreter.

config master.h, global settings guii.h: Configuration files with definitions
for the communication with the LCM.
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serial commands.h: Definiton of all instruction tokens of the GUI Interpreter for
the binary mode.

serial command buffer.h: Include file with functions for processing the instruc-
tion packets in binary mode.

serial transfer.h: Include file with functions for transmitting and receiveing data
packets in binary mode and for controlling the transmission protocol.

serial local.h: Include file with functions for opening and closing the serial port
of the master for transmission and reception of data (this module must be
adapted for the hardware of your master device).

3.1 Properties of functions and variables

In order to support a programming style as hardware independent as possible the
various integer types of ANSI–C which are implementation dependend have not been
used. Instead we use types as defined in the file “portab.h” as for exampleint16 or
uint8 (the first is a signed integer type of length 16 bit, the second is an unsigned
integer with 8 bit). In “portab.h” additionally there are further type definitions like
e.g.color , font anderr code .
If you want to utilize parts of the example implementation for your master, it is
important, that the definitions in “portab.h” are adjusted according to the data
types of your compiler. These can be found in the file ”limits.h”, which comes
with the C compiler.
The typeerr code is used for the return value of the functions. All functions return
an error code of typeerr code which allows to test if the function was executed
successfully or what kind of error occurred. The definition of the error codes are
given in the files “errors.h”, “errsys.h” and “errorsguii.h”.
The return valueERROKshows that no error happened and the function was exe-
cuted successfully. Functions supposed to return other values do so by using address
pointers in their parameter list (this is also shown in the function reference with ex-
amples for respective functions).

3.2 System functions

The system functions perform tasks which are central for the system, e.g. functions
concering the fonts.

Overview system functions:

SYSTEM FONT INIT: Initializes the data of a font.
SYSTEM FONT CLOSE: Close a font and release the memory used.
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SYSTEM GET NUMBER OF FONTS: Read the number of currently available
fonts.
SYSTEM GET FONT POINTER: Get object ID for a font specified by it’s name.
SYSTEM GET FONT ASCENT: Get the number of pixels from the upper end of
the font to the baseline.
SYSTEM GET TEXT ASCENT: Get the number of pixels from the upper end of
a text string to it’s ”baseline”. The used font and text style is taken into account.
SYSTEM GET FONT PIXELHEIGHT: Get the total height of a font (in pixel).
SYSTEM GET TEXT PIXELHEIGHT: Get height of the font in pixel. The used
font and text style is taken into account.
SYSTEM GET FONT AVG WIDTH: Read the average width of the characters in
the font.
SYSTEM GET FONT MAX WIDTH: Get the width of the broadest character of
a font.
SYSTEM GET FONT NAME: Reads the name of a font as a NULL-terminated
string.
SYSTEM GET CHARWIDTH: Read the width of a specified character of a font
(in pixel).
SYSTEM GET TEXTWIDTH: Read the width of a text string in a certain font (in
pixel).
SYSTEM GET TICKS: Read the internal system timer.

3.3 Display functions

The coordinates of the display are counted from the lower left corner, which means
this lower left corner has the coordinates x=0, y=0.
Please note that aclipping is not provided for reasons of execution speed. This means
that graphic instructions which would exceed the borders of the specified display are
not or not correctly executed, dependend on the graphic function.

Many functions are executed relatively to the currentgraphics cursor. This graphics
cursor is not a cursor symbol appearing on the display but denotes acurrent posi-
tion for drawing on the display. Many functions change the current graphics cursor
(which means the position relative from which following functions work). The ap-
proach to work relatively to a current cursor position allows to easily work relatively
to a start position chosen in advance and to easy change the position of the whole
output by changing only this start position.
The effect of a graphical function is also dependend fromdraw mode The draw mode
determines how the element to be drawn is combined with already existing graphics.
Besides the standard modeSET, which simply replaces the background, there are
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available the logical combinationsOR, EXORandAND.

The functions for the display channel can be divided into the following categories:

Functions for graphical primitives: Most of these functions are executed rel-
atively to the current cursor position. Setting the cursor position itself can be
performed absolutely or relatively to the former position. The basic functions
for setting and reading pixels are available in a version which works with
the current cursor position as well as in a version which works on absolute
coordinates. This approach allows to show graphical structures on another co-
ordinate by changing the position of the cursor instead of recalculating many
coordinates.

Functions for drawing lines allow different line thickness and styles (e.g. solid
or dashed). Choosing the line thickness works as follows: The lines are made
broader relatively to the start coordinates if the line thickness is chosen to
be larger than 1. For even values the line is drawn at the original coordinate
and at the coordinate y+1 (or x+1 for lines with slope larger than 1). If the
line thickness is increased to 3 then the line is now drawn at coordinates y-1,
y, y+1 (or x-1, x, x+1 if the slope is larger than 1). For a line thickness of
4 it is additionally drawn at y+2 (or x+2), for line thickness = 5 it is drawn
additionally at y-2 (or x-2) etc.

The line style (linestyle ) is defined by a 16-bit value. A bit set in this
value represents a pixel of the line set in thecurrent color ; a bit cleared
ensures that the background at this position is drawn with the current back-
ground color. The line pattern starts with the most significant bit and is re-
peated if the line element to be drawn is longer than 16 pixel.

Functions for working on rectangular areas: In order to work on areas on
the display fill styles are provided. Additionally, pictures in the widely used
BMP format can be drawn. Fill styles are used to fill rectangular areas.

Moreover, there are functions provided to draw frames, as used with buttons.
The frames can be shaded and they can have round edges. The appearance of
the frames is defined by a specialframestyle.

More details of fill styles, pictures and frames are given in the function refer-
ence.

Functions for text output: Text can be displayed with various (monospaced or
proportional) fonts. It can be modified with the usual attributes as “under-
lined” , “fat” , “italic” and “light” . For color displays with 8 bit color depth
or more text can be output with anti–aliasing in order to obtain a smoother
appearance. The text ist then output half the size of the original font size of
the font chosen. If the attribute “light” is used with the color depth of 24 bit,
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the text is shown in an appropriate color and not rastered. The vertical output
of text works only together with the attributes “light” and “inverted” .

For a description of the attributes also refer to the description of the command
disp set textstyle() in the function reference.

The text functions use fonts in Windows 2.0 and 3.0 format (file extension
FNT), to make it easy to get more fonts for the system. The FNT format is
used mainly for ASCII-strings. There are three buildin fonts: “Mono6x8”,
“Mono8x16” and “Prop14”.

The representation of UTF8 coded text–strings (e.g. for asian fonts) is realised
in the following way: With our Windows tool ((SimplifyCharacterCompiler))
the user generates a so called SSF font, which is not restricted to 256 char-
acters as FNT fonts. A SSF font contains any number of characters. For this
a prefered Truetype font and a text file, which contains the used characters
at least one time, are given to theCharacterCompiler. Internally, this data is
used to assemble several FNT fonts, each with 256 characters, and a transla-
tion table, which assigns a FNT-font number and a character number to each
unicode charcater used. The FNT fonts and the table are embedded in a SSF
font, which can be saved as a header file for C or as binary data. The font
functions (from “system.h/c” and “display.h/c” ) work together with both font
formats. With the functiondisp text() it is possible to print UTF8 coded
strings on the display as long as the used SSF font (made as current font with
the functiondisp set font() ) contains the necessary characters.

Interaction with the functions of the touch channel: Please note that with
the functions of the display channel the buttons and keyboards shown on the
display can also be disturbed (e.g. the call todisp clear() will optically
erase active buttons from the display but their touch functionality will remain).
Therefore before acting this way remove the respective touch element from
the display in advance.

Survey of the display functions:

DISP RESERVE BMP COLORS: Reserve some colors of the color palette for
use with bmp-pictures.
DISP SET PALETTE ENTRY: Sets an entry in the color table.
DISP CLEAR: Clears display with the current background color.
DISP SET CURSOR POSITION: Set cursor position in absolute coordinates.
DISP GET CURSOR POSITION: Reads the current cursor position.
DISP MOVE CURSOR: Move cursor position relatively to the current cursor po-
sition.
DISP SET PIXEL: Set a pixel in the current color at the current cursor position.
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DISP SET PIXEL ABS: Set a pixel in the current color at the absolute position
given.
DISP GET PIXEL: Read the color of the pixel at the current cursor position.
DISP GET PIXEL ABS: Reads the color of a pixel on an absolute position given.
DISP LINE: Draw line from and relatively to the current cursor position.
DISP LINE ABS: Draw a line with the current attributes (line pattern and width)
from a position given in absolute coordinates to another absolute position.
DISP HLINE: Draw a horizontal line with the current line attributes (pattern and
width) starting from and relatively to the current cursor position.
DISP VLINE: Draws a vertical lilne with the current line attributes (width and pat-
tern) starting at and relatively to the current cursor position.
DISP RECTANGLE: Draws a rectangle relatively to the current cursor positin
(with all line attributes).
DISP COLORED RECTANGLE: Draw a rectangle relatively to the current cursor
position with the current color.
DISP FILLED RECTANGLE: Draws a rectangle relatively to the current cursor
position filled with a pattern (without frame).
DISP COLORED TRIANGLE: Draws a triangle at the given coordinates, which
is filled with the current color.
DISP CIRCLE: Draws a circle whith the current cursor position as the center.
DISP COLORED CIRCLE: Draw a circle at the current cursor position filled with
the current color.
DISP ARC: Draw arc with the cursor position as center and the specified radius as
the center between a start angle and an end angle.
DISP GET COLOR: Read the color which is currently used on the display.
DISP SET COLOR: Set the color which shall be used on the display.
DISP GET BACKGROUND COLOR: Read the current background color used
for drawing on the display.
DISP SET BACKGROUND COLOR: Set a background color to be used for draw-
ing on the display.
DISP GET LINESTYLE: Read the line style currently used by the display.
DISP SET LINESTYLE: Set a new line style.
DISP GET LINEWIDTH: Read the line width currently used.
DISP SET LINEWIDTH: Set a new line width to be used on the display.
DISP GET DRAWMODE: Read the draw mode currently used on the display.
DISP SET DRAWMODE: Set a new draw mode for the display.
DISP SET FILLSTYLE: Set a new fill style to be used on the display.
DISP BMP: Output of a picture in BMP format on the display.
DISP BMP ALPHA: Displays a bmp picture at the current cursor position. One
color of the picture is declared transparent.
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DISP PIXELBLOCK INIT: Initialize a pixelblock data structure and gets the mem-
ory for it.
DISP PIXELBLOCK FREE: Frees the memory used by the pixelblock.
DISP PIXELBLOCK GET: Copies a pixelblock from display at current cursor po-
sition to memory. Current cursor position is not changed.
DISP PIXELBLOCK SET: Output a pixelblock on the current display at the cur-
rent cursor position. Current cursor position is not changed.
DISP INVERT AREA: Inverts a rectangular area on the display (relatively to the
current cursor position, which does not get changed).
DISP COLOR CHANGE AREA: Changes the color in a rectangle area.
DISP FRAMESTYLE INIT: Initialize a frame style data structure and gets the
memory for it.
DISP COPY AREA: Command for copying rectangular areas on the display.
DISP FRAMESTYLE CLONE: Gets the memory for a framestyle and copies an
existing one into it.
DISP FRAMESTYLE SET COLORS: Sets the color for the frame style.
DISP FRAMESTYLE SET DIMENSIONS: Set the frame width and the edge ra-
dius.
DISP FRAMESTYLE SET LINESTYLE: Set the linestyle for the frame.
DISP FRAMESTYLE SET FLAGS: Set the property flags for the frame style.
DISP FRAMESTYLE FREE: Frees the memory used by the frame style.
DISP FRAME: Draws a frame e.g. for buttons or other touchable objects.
DISP DELETE FRAME: Overwrites a frame with the current color.
DISP TEXT: Writes text to the cuurent cursor position.
DISP FORMATTED TEXT: Display a formatted text object which has already
been loaded into the LCM.
DISP GET TEXTSTYLE: Read the text attributes currently employed with the
display.
DISP SET TEXTSTYLE: Set new text attributes.
DISP GET FONT: Read font for text output.
DISP SET FONT: Sets a new font to be used for the text output.

3.4 LCD functions

The module for the LCD functions provides functions for the LCD display integrated
into the LCM device, e.g. contol of the contrast and backlight setting.

Overview of the LCD functions:

LCD GET STATUS: Read the status of the LCD display.
LCD GET SIZE: Read size of the virtual screen of the LCD display.
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LCD GET COLOR DEPTH: Read the color depth (in bit) of the LCD.
LCD ORIENTATION: Turns the display in steps of 90 degree.
LCD LIGHT: Switch backlight of LCD.
LCD GET LIGHT: Read the current setting for the backlight.
LCD CONTRAST: Adjusts contrast for the LCD.
LCD GET CONTRAST: Read contrast value from the LCD display.
LCD SLEEP: Switches off the LCD display in order to save energy.
LCD WAKEUP: Switches on LCD display after a LCDSLEEP instruction.

3.5 Touch

The touch functions allow to use a touch glass as an input device (provided that the
LCM module is equipped with a touch display). The touch glass allows to read the
positions and sytstem time of a contact (both the values at the beginning of the con-
tact as well as when the contact ended). This allows for a broad range of functions
like double click or drag and drop to be realized by software.

Survey of the touch functions:

TOUCH GET CONTACT END: Read the end coordinates of the last contact with
the touch screen.
TOUCH GET CONTACT START: Read the start coordinate of the last contact
with the touch screen.
TOUCH PROCESSOBJECTS: Tests all the touchable objects against the actual
touch position and timestamp.
TOUCH COUNT OBJECTS: Counts the touchable objects.

3.6 Buttons

An element often needed within graphical user interfaces is a ”Button”. This is de-
fined as a touch sensitive area with a border and a label of text or graphics which can
be used as a switch.
There are different versions of buttons available. By choosing the parameters accord-
ingly they can be realized in different sizes, with different borders and labels (text
or graphics). Their appearance is defined by a ”style”. Additionally they can exhibit
different switching behavior: One button can be activated permanently while pressed
(”FAST BUTTON”), another is only ”activated” when it is released (”STANDARD-
BUTTON”), or it can lock into one of two states, ”pressed ”and ”not pressed” (”HOLD-
BUTTON”). In the two latter cases the activation of the button is triggered not by
touching it, but by releasing it above the button area. The user of a device thus can
”cancel” an invalid touch by just releasing the touch screen outside of the button area.
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3.6 Buttons

Figure 5: Example for simple touch functions

Please note the following aspects when using buttons:

1. If a button is drawn on the display, there are two different states of appearance:
the pressed state and the non pressed state. Both of them can have a complete
different look in respect of the colors or the frame style, thus allowing for a
large variety of designs.

2. The size of the button must be big enough to hold the frame together with the
button content (text or picture). For instance, if you increase the width of the
frame, there is maybe not enough space left for the button text.

3. A button can be labeled with vertical text by using the text styleTXT VERTICAL.

Survey of the button functions:

BUTTON STYLE INIT: Initialize a button style.
BUTTON STYLE CLONE: Gets memory for a new button style which is copy of
an old one.
BUTTON STYLE FREE: Releases the memory used by the button style.
BUTTON STYLE SET FONT: Set the font for a button style.
BUTTON STYLE SET LINEFEED: Set text linefeed for button style.
BUTTON STYLE SET ALPHA: Sets the alpha color for picture buttons with trans-
parency.
BUTTON STYLE SET FRAMESTYLE: Set the frame style for the button style.
BUTTON MAKE COMBINED LABEL: Generates a combined button label, which
consists of a background image and a text label.
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Figure 6: Example for various buttons

BUTTON FREE COMBINED LABEL: Frees the memory used by the combined
label.
BUTTON DEFINE: Defines a new button.
BUTTON UNDEFINE: Delete a button and release the corresponding memory.
BUTTON SET GHOSTSTYLE: Set button style for a button which is blocked for
event handling.
BUTTON SET GHOSTLABEL: Set ghostlabel (text or picture) for a button.
BUTTON PRESSHOLD BUTTON: Set hold button in the pressed state.
BUTTON LIFT HOLD BUTTON: Set hold button in the lifted state.
BUTTON GHOST BUTTON: Deactivate a button on the touch display and show
the button ”ghosted”.
BUTTON UNGHOST BUTTON: Reactivates a button on the touch display which
has been ghosted before using BUTTONGHOSTBUTTON .
BUTTON ACTIVATE: Activates a button already defined on the touch display.
BUTTON DEACTIVATE: Deactivates a button and removes it from the display.
BUTTON GET STATUS: Read the status of a button.
BUTTON GET HOLD BUTTON STATUS: Get the status of an hold button.
BUTTON GET POSITION: Read the position of a button.
BUTTON SET POSITION: Set the position of a button.
BUTTON GET LABEL: Read the two labels of a button.
BUTTON CHANGE LABEL: Change the label (text or graphics) of a button.
BUTTON SET STYLE: Set the style/appearance of a button to the new properties
of a given buttonstyle.
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3.7 Tglass

The touch glass is precalibrated when the LCM modules are shipped. In case addi-
tional calibration is needed, the functions of the Tglass module provide the functions
to perform touch calibration as well as reading and restoring the touch calibration
parameters.

Survey of the TGlass functions:

TGLASS SET CALIB PARAMETERS: Overwrites the current calibration pa-
rameters with new values.
TGLASS GET CALIB PARAMETERS: Read the current calibration parameters
of the touch glass.
TGLASS CALIBRATION SEQUENCE: Calibrate the tglass–device and therefor
the touch glass.

3.8 Keyboard channel

Often text input is needed for IT applications. In order to provide various possibil-
ities for text input in a hardware independent mannerkeyboard channels are im-
plemented. These are connected on the target hardware with touch keyboards on
the touch display (one could connect them to external hardware keyboards as well
without changing the application which uses the keyboard channel functions. The
keyboard channel features a keyboard buffer from which the ASCII characters are
read.

Survey of the keyboard channel functions:

KEYBOARD OPEN: Open a keyboard channel.
KEYBOARD CONNECT: Connects a keyboard channel with an input device (e.
g. a touch keyboard).
KEYBOARD DISCONNECT: Disconnects a keyboard channel from an input de-
vice.
KEYBOARD CLOSE: Close the keyboard channel.
KEYBOARD GETCHAR: Get an ASCII character from the keyboard buffer.
KEYBOARD GET STATUS: Read the status of the keyboard bufffer of a keyboard
channel.

3.9 t keyb–Device

The touch keyboard device (tkeyb device )is a touch keyboard which is displayed
on a touch display (more exactly: a touch channel). Even though thetkeyb device
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Figure 7: Example for keyboard

only consists of software it finally accesses the hardware provided and is thus de-
noted a device here (and treated as if it was a hardware component). Normally a
keyboard channel is not connected to an external keyboard on a hardware featuring a
touch display but rather with thistkeyb device (as if it was a piece of hardware).
The flexible possibilities of the functions of thetkeyb device allow for easy con-
figuration of various touch keyboards for different applications. e.g. alphanumeric
keyboards, number blocks and other application specific keyboards. The appearance
of a touch keyboard is defined by astyle.
Like with large hardware keyboards repeat functionality for the automatic repetition
of key contacts is provided, as also is the possibility to choose between different
characters by means of selecting amofifier key: SHIFT , ALT, CTRL, CAPSLOCK.
If needed by the application it is also easy to move the touch keyboard on the display.

Survey of the t keyb device functions:

T KEYB STYLE INIT: Initializes a touch keyboard style and gets memory for it.
T KEYB STYLE FREE: Frees the memory of the keyboard style structure.
T KEYB STYLE SET FONT: Set the font for a touch keyboard style.
T KEYB STYLE SET CHANGE FLAG: Sets the change flag for changing of the
keylabels if a special modifier key is pressed (e.g. shift).
T KEYB STYLE SET COLORS: Set the colors fo a touch keyboard style.
T KEYB STYLE SET SELECT COLORS: Set the additional colors for a touch
keyboard style for the selected state of the keys.
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T KEYB STYLE SET BORDER WIDTH: Set the border width of the keyboard
style.
T KEYB MAKE: Initializes a touch keybaord.
T KEYB FREE: Frees the memory of the keyboard.
T KEYB OPEN: Opens a touch keyboard and shows it on the display.
T KEYB CLOSE: Close a touch keyboard and delete it from the display.
T KEYB PROCESS:Processes a touch keyboard.
T KEYB GET POSITION: Read the position of a touch keyboard.
T KEYB SET POSITION: Move keyboard to a new position.

3.10 Sound functions

For all–day use often an acoustic signal is needed, e.g. for providing feedback to the
user for a touch on the touch display (klick), or to otherwise attract the attention of
the user. Simple hardware independent sound functions are provided which allow the
output of sound (prerequisite is a LCM module equipped with a piezo loudspeaker).

Survey of the Sound functions:

SOUND SET VOLUME: Set a new value for the volume of the loudspeaker output.
SOUND GET VOLUME: Read the current volume setting of the loudspeaker.
SOUND MAKE: Generate tone on the piezo loudspeaker.
SOUND MAKE ASYNC: Generate tone on the piezo loudspeaker.
SOUND ON: A sound is switched on.
SOUND OFF: A sound is switched off.
SOUND CLICK: Generate keyboard click.

3.11 Event handling

The function of this module aim for simplifying the processing of touchable objects
(GUI elements, which are controlled by the user, who presses a touch–glass) (refer
to the function reference). This is done by initializing an event queue upon startup
of the event handling. This queue holds all touch–event, which where triggered by
the user. The GUI Interpreter collects the events without the help of the control-
ling master. The events in the queue are evaluated one after another in their order
of appearance. They are erased from the queue directly afer evaluation to clear up
the occupied memory. However, there is the possibility, that more events appeare,
than can be processed within a certain time. In such a case some events have to be
dropped. It is advicable to choose the size of the event queue depending on the appli-
cation and readout the events frequently. The example implementation of the master
demonstrates the event handling.
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Survey of event handling functions:

EVENTS ACTIVATE: Activates the event handling for buttons and other touchable
objects.
EVENTS IS ACTIVE: Tests whether the event handling is activated.
EVENTS DEACTIVATE: Deactivate the event handling.
EVENTS GET NEXT EVENT: Read one event from the queue and delete it.

3.12 Progress bar ( bar indicator)

The files “barindicator.h/.c” provide functions for displaying and controlling of
progress bars or bar indicators, as they called in the GUI library (q.v. the function
reference). The bars are surrounded by standard frames as they are defined in the
files “display.h/.c” . The bar indicators can be vertical or horizontal orientated and
their start and end value can be chosen arbitrarily. The user has the possibility to dis-
play the actual value together with a physical unit (like temperature e.g.) inside the
bar. Moreover, the indicator bar can change its color, if the value exceeds a certain
threshold. This feature can be used to indicate a dangerous condition, for instance.

Survey of bar indicator functions:

BARIND STYLE INIT: Initializes a bar indicator style and gets memory for it.
BARIND STYLE CLONE: Gets memory for a new bar indicator style, which is a
copy of an old one.
BARIND STYLE FREE: Releases the memory used by the bar indicator style.
BARIND STYLE SET FRAME: Set the frame style for the bar indicator style.
BARIND STYLE SET FONT: Set font and text style and color for a text label of
the bar indicator.
BARIND STYLE SET BAR APPEARANCE: Sets the appearance of the bar in-
dicator (colors and patterns).
BARIND DEFINE: Creates a bar indicator with some defaults and some user de-
fined main values.
BARIND UNDEFINE: Undefine specified bar indicator (also free memory used).
BARIND ACTIVATE: Displays the bar indicator on the display.
BARIND DEACTIVATE: Erases the indicator bar from the display.
BARIND SET: Sets the bar indicator to a new value.

3.13 Clipping

The functions in “clip.h/.c” are testing, whether a line intersects a given rectangle.
Whereupon the start and end points of the line are adjusted, so that they are lying on
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Figure 8: Example for bargraphs

the border of the rectangle (see the function reference).

Survey of clipping functions:

CLIP POINT: Tests a point against the clipping area.
CLIP LINE: A line is clipped against the clipping area and the points of the line are
adjusted according to the boundaries.
CLIP TEXT: Draws a text in a clipping rectangle.

3.14 Inputline

This module “inputline.h/.c” supports the user with the programming of inputlines,
as they are used together with touch keyboards, for instance. The provided functions
(see the function reference) are responsiple for the graphical representation of the in-
putline. They take care of the insertion/erasure of characters, the scrolling of entered
string, the movement of the text cursor and so on. The string can be bigger as the
inputline and will be scrolled if necessary. The inputline uses the standard frames as
they are defined in “display.h/.c”.

Survey of inputline functions:

INPUTLINE STYLE INIT: Initialize an inputline style data structure and get mem-
ory for it.
INPUTLINE STYLE FREE: Releases the memory of an inputline style.
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INPUTLINE STYLE SET FRAME: Sets properties of the border of an inputline.
INPUTLINE STYLE SET COLORS: Sets the colors of an inputline style.
INPUTLINE STYLE SET FONT: Sets the font and the text style of an inputline
style.
INPUTLINE DEFINE: Defines a new inputline by reserving some memory and
initializing the data structure. Moreover the inputline is shown on the display.
INPUTLINE UNDEFINE: Deletes an inputline and the used memory. The input-
line is earsed from the display.
INPUTLINE DRAW: Draws the inputline.
INPUTLINE BLINK: Blink the inputline.
INPUTLINE SET CURSOR: Sets the cursor to a new position (to the next char-
acter according to a pixel position, which is given).
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSOR RIGHT: Moves the cursor one character to the
right.
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSOR LEFT: Moves the cursor one character to the left.
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSOR LEFT BORDER: Moves the cursor to the left
border of the input line.
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSOR RIGHT BORDER: Moves the cursor to the right
border of the input line.
INPUTLINE DELETE CHAR: Deletes one character of the text-string at the cur-
rent cursor position.
INPUTLINE DELETE STRING: Deletes the complete string from the inputline.
INPUTLINE INSERT CHAR: Inserts a character at the current cursor position.
INPUTLINE INSERT STRING: Inserts a string at the current cursor position.The
string must be null-terminated and is restricted to a maximum of 98 characters.
INPUTLINE SET STRING: Sets the text of the inputline to a specific string.
INPUTLINE GET CURSOR POSITION: Gets the current cursor position.
INPUTLINE GET CHAR: Get a character at a given current cursor position.
INPUTLINE READ STRING: Read only access to the text of the inputline by
copying it.

3.15 Menus

There are three kinds of menus:

• Popup–Menu: This menu can be displayed programmatical and vanishs after
the selection of one menu–entry or a touch contact outside of the menu (see
“popup menu.h/.c”).

• Single–Menu: This menu is a combination between a popup–menu and a but-
ton for the activation of the menu. The menu disappears after the selection of
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an entry, touching the activation–button or a touch contact beside the menu
(see “menu.h/.c”).

• Menu–Bar: A combination of several single–menus, whereas all the activation–
buttons are lined up in one bar. If a button is selected the corresponding menu
appears directly above or under the activation–button (see “menu.h/.c”).

The menus utilize the standard frames as defined in “display.h/.c”. The menus are
touchable objects as well, which can be processed by the same functions as the but-
tons or the sliders (seetouch process objects() in the function reference).

Survey of popup menu functions:

POPUP STYLE INIT: Gets the memory for a menu style data structure and initial-
izes it.
POPUP STYLE FREE: Releases the memory of a menu style.
POPUP STYLE SET FRAME: Sets the frame style for the popup style.
POPUP STYLE SET SEPARATOR HEIGHT: Sets height of the line (separator)
between, which can be set between two menu entries.
POPUP STYLE SET FONT: Sets the font and the appearance of the text of a
menu style.
POPUP DEFINE: Initializes the popup menu and gets memory for it.
POPUP ADD ENTRY: Adds a new entry to a popup menu, the menu must be hid-
den.
POPUP REMOVE ENTRY: Erases a menu entry from a popup menu. The menu
must be hidden.
POPUP ACTIVATE: Activates and displays the popup menu.
POPUP DEACTIVATE: Erases menu from the display.
POPUP GET DIMENSIONS: Gets the size of the popup menu.
POPUP ENTRY WAS PRESSED:Tests whether an entry of a popup menu was
pressed.
POPUP SET FLAGS: Sets the flags of the popup menu.
POPUP GET FLAGS: Gets the flags of the popup menu.
POPUP SET ENTRY FLAGS: Sets the flags of an popup menu entry.
POPUP GET ENTRY FLAGS: Gets the flags of an popup menu entry.
POPUP UNDEFINE: Erase the popup menu from the screen and deallocates the
data structures.

Survey of menu functions:

MENU DEFINE SINGLE: Initializes the single menu and gets memory for it.
MENU UNDEFINE SINGLE: Erases the single menu from the display and deal-
locates the data structures.
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Figure 9: Example for menu

MENU ACTIVATE SINGLE: Displays the activation button of the single menu
and inserts the single menu in the list of touchable objects.
MENU DEACTIVATE SINGLE: Erases a single menu from the display.
MENU SINGLE ENTRY WAS PRESSED: Tests whether an entry of a single
menu was pressed.
MENU DEFINE BAR: Initializes the menu bar and gets memory for it.
MENU ADD BAR POPUP: Add a new popup menu, which will form one of the
single menus of the menu bar.
MENU ACTIVATE BAR: Show the menu bar.
MENU DEACTIVATE BAR: Removes the menu bar from the display.
MENU UNDEFINE BAR: Removes the menu bar from the display and deallocates
the data structures.
MENU BAR ENTRY WAS PRESSED:Tests whether an entry of a menu bar was
pressed.
MENU BAR SET FLAGS: Sets the flags of the menu bar.
MENU BAR GET FLAGS: Gets the flags of the menu bar.

3.16 Seven segment display

The module “sevensegments.h/.c” provides functions for displaying seven segment
numbers (with decimal numbers and “E”). The displayed numbers can be scaled to
any size and are optimized for fast output to allow rapid changes of them (q.v. the
function reference). The function, which draws the number, needs a string as input.
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All invalid characters in the string are ignored during drawing of the number.

Survey of functions for the seven segment display:

SEG7 INIT: Initialize a segment display info structure and gets memory for it.
SEG7 FREE: Releases the memory used by the info structure of the segment dis-
play.
SEG7 SET COLORS: Sets the color of the digits.
SEG7 GET WIDTH: Gets the width of the whole segment display in pixels.
SEG7 DEFINE: Draws the initial segment display on the screen.
SEG7 UPDATE: Updates the contents of a segment display.

3.17 Slider

The module “slider.h/.c” has functions to make sliders (see function reference). The
slider behaves similar to other graphical user interfaces and can be moved by press-
ing the touch–glass. The returned value of such an event, is between the previously
defined limits, which in turn do not depend on the physical size of the slider.
The slider features the standard frames from “display.h/.c”. The slider belongs to
the group ofthouchable objects, which can be controlled by the same functions as
buttons for example (seetouch process objects() in the function reference).
A simple means of controlling thetouchable objects is presented in section3.11.

Survey of slider functions:

SLIDER STYLE INIT: Initialize a slider style data structure and get the memory
for it.
SLIDER STYLE CLONE: Gets memory for a new slider style, which is a copy of
an old one.
SLIDER STYLE FREE: Release the memory of a slider style.
SLIDER STYLE SET FRAMESTYLE: Sets frame style of a slider style.
SLIDER STYLE SET COLOR: Sets the colors of a slider style.
SLIDER DEFINE: Defines a new slider by reserving some memory and initializing
the data structure.
SLIDER SET POSITION: Set the slider to a new position.
SLIDER GET POSITION: Gets position of a slider.
SLIDER REDEFINE: Set a new slider range, size and position.
SLIDER UNDEFINE: Deletes a slider and the used memory.
SLIDER ACTICVATE: Activates a slider and shows it on the display.
SLIDER DEACTIVATE: Deactivates a slider and erases it from the display.
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Figure 10: Example for seven-segment display

3.18 Selection list

The module “selectionlist.h/.c” has functions to make selection lists (see function
reference). The list can be scrolled using the touch–glass and single or multiple en-
tries of the list can be selected. Every entry consists of an icon as well as a left
adjusted text and a right adjusted text. Moreover there is a variant of the selection
list, which only displays some data.

Survey of selection list functions:

SL ITEM STYLE INIT: Initialize a style for the items of a selection list and get
the memory for it.
SL ITEM STYLE CLONE: Gets memory for a new style of the items of a selec-
tion list, which is a copy of an old one.
SL ITEM STYLE FREE: Release the memory of a style of the items of a selection
list.
SL ITEM STYLE SET FONT: Set font, textstyle and color for a text label of an
item style.
SL ITEM STYLE SET COLORS: Sets the remaining color(s) of the item style.
SL STYLE INIT: Initialize a style for the selection list and get the memory for it.
SL STYLE CLONE: Gets memory for a new style of the selection list, which is a
copy of an old one.
SL STYLE FREE: Release the memory of a selection list style.
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Figure 11: Example for sliders

SL STYLE SET SLIDER: Sets the parameters of the slider, used in the selection
list.
SL STYLE SET GAP: Sets the gap between the icon and the text of an item and
the gap between the items and the slider.
SELECTION LIST DEFINE: Defines a new selection list.
SELECTION LIST UNDEFINE: Deletes a selection list and the used memory.
SELECTION LIST ACTIVATE: Activates a selection list and shows it on the dis-
play.
SELECTION LIST DEACTIVATE: Deactivates a selection list and erases it from
the display.
SELECTION LIST ADD ITEM: Adds an item to the selection list.
SELECTION LIST REMOVE ITEM: Removes an item from the selection list.
SELECTION LIST CHANGE ITEM LABELS: Changes the text labels of an
item.
SELECTION LIST COUNT ITEMS: Counts the number of items of the selec-
tion list.
SELECTION LIST SET POSITION: Sets or scrolls the selection list to a new
item position.
SELECTION LIST SCROLL UP: Scrolls the list up by one line.
SELECTION LIST SCROLL DOWN: Scrolls the list down by one line.
SELECTION LIST ITEM SET STATUS: Sets the status of one item.
SELECTION LIST GET LAST EVENT ITEM STATUS: Gets the status of the
item, which caused the last event.
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Figure 12: Example for selection list

SELECTION LIST GET SELECT ITEM: Gets the index and the status of the
last selected/deselected item.
SELECTION LIST GET FOCUS ITEM: Gets the index and the status of the last
focused item.

3.19 Logger–Framework

The modules “loggerdata.h/.c” and “loggerdisp.h/.c” have functions to manage
and display datasets and diagrams. A detailed description and command reference
can be found in the manual for the Logger–Framework.

Survey of Logger–Framework functions:

DL DATASET ATTACH: Attach a dataset to a remote device (LCM module with
GUI-Interpreter software) for displaying the data.
DL DATASET SYNC CURRENT INDEX: Update the internal used current in-
dex on the remote device.
DL SET RAW DATA: Access function: Insert raw data into the data set at some
location.
DL SET NEXT RAW DATA: Access function: Insert raw data into the data set at
the given index position.
DL AXIS STYLE INIT: Get memory for an axis style and initialize it.
DL AXIS STYLE FREE: Remove an axis style and free the used memory.
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DL AXIS INIT: Get memory for an axis and intialize it.
DL AXIS SET PARAMETERS: Set the parameters of an axis.
DL AXIS FREE: Remove an axis and free the used memory.
DL AXIS CONVERT: Converts a pixel position to a real world coordinate on an
axis.
DL AXIS CONVERT REAL: Converts a real world coordinate on an axis to a
position in pixel coordinates.
DL AXIS ITEM ADD: Adds an axis item to the set of axis items of an axis.
DL AXIS ITEMS REMOVE: Removes all axis items of an axis.
DL AXIS ITEMS AUTO: Automatically generate axis items for a section of an
axis.
DL DIAGRAM STYLE INIT: Gets memory for an diagram style intialize it.
DL DIAGRAM STYLE FREE: Remove an diagram style.
DL DIAGRAM INIT: Gets memory for a diagram and intializes it.
DL DIAGRAM SET PARAMETERS: Set the parameters of a diagram.
DL DIAGRAM FREE: Removes a diagram from memory.
DL DIAGRAM CONTROL CURSOR: Controls cursor position and activity.
DL DIAGRAM DRAW: Draws the diagram.
DL DIAGRAM DRAW LINE: Draws a marker line in the diagram.
DL PLOT STYLE INIT: Gets memory for a plot style and intialize it.
DL PLOT STYLE FREE: Remove a plot style from the memory.
DL PLOT INIT: Gets memory for a plot and intialize it.
DL PLOT FREE: Removes a plot from the memory.
DL PLOT SYNC RAW RANGE: Syncs a range of the raw data of all used datat-
sets of a plot to a remote device, which actually performs the visualization of the
dataset.
DL PLOT DRAW: Draws a plot.
DL PLOT EXTEND RIGHT: Extends an existing plot to the right, by drawing
additional data points.
DL DIAGRAM ROLL LEFT: Rolls the plot in the diagram to the left.
DL ADJUST PLOT AFTER ROLLING: After rolling of a diagram the contained
plots need to be ajusted before adding additional data point.
DL ADD PLOT POINT: Draws the current data point (= last inserted data point).

3.20 Encoder

The module “encoder.h/.c” has functions to configure and readout an optional opti-
cal encoder (see function reference).
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Survey of encoder functions:

ENCODER SET CHARACTERISTICS: Set behaviour of encoders and switch.
ENCODER GET DIFFERENCE: Get the relative difference (distance) of the en-
coder value compared to a previous call.

3.21 Animations

The module “guiianimation.h/.c” has functions to make animations, which run in
the background without the help of the user (see function reference).

Survey of animation functions:

ANIM INIT: Initializes the an animation object and gets memory for it.
ANIM ADD FRAME: Adds a new frame to an animation object.
ANIM FREE: Releases the memory of an animation object.
ANIM ACTIVATE: Activates and displays the animation object.
ANIM DEACTIVATE: Deactivates and erases the animation object.
ANIM STOP: Stops the animation at the current frame.
ANIM START: Starts or restarts the animation.
ANIM CONT: Continues a stopped animation at the current frame.

3.22 Functions specific for the LCM devices and for
“loadable objects”

Some functions are provided for settings and administration of the LCM modules
(e.g. to switch into ”service” mode for software updates).

Overview Interpreter functions for LCM module specific functions (like object
administration):

LCM UPLOAD TO RAM: Start upload of a binary object into the LCM.
LCM INIT FLASH: Delete the external flash memory of the LCM and prepare the
Flash to accept new data.
LCM INIT FLASH NO OUTPUT: Delete the external flash memory of the LCM
and prepare the Flash to accept new data.
LCM UPLOAD TO FLASH: Start the transmission of binary data to the GUI-
Interpreter which then moves the data to the flash memory of the hardware.
LCM FINALIZE FLASH: Complete the flash process and reset the LCM hard-
ware.
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LCM FINALIZE FLASH NO RESET: Complete the flash process but does not
reset the LCM hardware.
LCM FLASH DUMP: Prepare the transmission of the display content to the mas-
ter.
LCM SWITCH FLASH PAGE: Switches to a different flash page for writing to
the flash memory.
LCM FLASH PAGE INFO: Information about a single flash page.
LCM FLASH PAGES CHECK IDS: Checks for binary objects with the same ob-
ject ID in all the used flash pages.
LCM KILL BINARY OBJECT: Delete a binary object (font, fill pattern, BMP
picture etc.) from the RAM.
LCM ACCESS BINARY OBJECT: Reads some bytes from a binary object.
LCM SLEEP: Puts LCM in the standby mode (if this is an hardware feature) to
reduce power consumption.
LCM DOWNLOAD DISPLAY: Prepare the transmission of the display content to
the master.
LCM DOWNLOAD DATA: Transmit data from the transfer buffer given to the
master.
LCM TERMINATE DOWNLOAD: This instruction cancels the data transmission
from the transfer buffer.
LCM TEMPERATURE: Read the temperature on the platine card boad of the
LCM.
LCM CONTRAST OFFSET: Modify the contrast voltage by an offset additional
to the temperature-compensated standard value.
LCM SERVICE MODE: Switch the LCM into service mode.
LCM MACRO REC: Start recording a macro.
LCM MACRO STOP: End recording a macro.
LCM MACRO PLAY: Replay a macro recorded previously with the function LCM-
MACRO REC and LCMMACRO STOP.
LCM MACRO KILL: Delete from memory a macro recorded previously.
LCM MACRO TO FLASH: Transfers a previously recorded macro into an (op-
tional) flash memory.
LCM EEPROM READ BYTE: Reads one byte from the system EEPROM mem-
ory (optional). (optional).
LCM EEPROM WRITE BYTE: Writes one byte from the system EEPROM mem-
ory (optional).

An overview of the functions for communicating with the interpreter is given with
the description of the communication protocols in section2.5on page16.
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4 Programming of a master application

In the following sections some common features, which are used in a typical appli-
cations, are discussed. In doing so, the functions of the provided master library (in
C) are referenced.

4.1 Startup behaviour of the GUI–Interpreter

The startup behaviour of the GUI–Interpreter can be configured by placing a spe-
cial binary object into the flash memory of the LCM module. This configuration
object has to be uploaded with the commandLCMUploadToFlash() (see sec-
tion 4.3.1on page47) or the user utilizes the provided functionLCMConfigTo-
Flash() in the fileslcm.h/c, which simplifies this task. The configuration object
(table4), defined in the file “userconfiguration.h ”, consists of a sequence of 32 bit
numbers. It starts with themagic number and the number of configuration parame-
ters, followed by the actual parameters.
It is possible to switch between the single pictures of the slide show manually (only
with devices which are equiped with a touch screen), by pressing the right–hand
(left–hand) third of the screen to switch one picture forward (back). By pressing the
middle area of the display, the slide show pauses. The LCM device does not react on
interpreter commands while in the slide show mode. The device goes back to the GUI
interpreter mode after receiving the letter “Q” three times on the serial connection
at 9600 bps. Afterwards the flash memory can be erased to reset the LCM module to
the factory settings.

4.2 Color models and their use

With the use of multiple colors in contrast to monochrome diplays, the color of
the background becomes of importance. The background color now can be chosen
among various colors and extends the design options for the user interface.
Attention: Older version of the GUI–Interpreter software (< 4.0.0) used color val-
ues with the size of 1 byte, which has increased to 4 bytes now, to support devices
with a higher color depth. If older LCM modules should be supported by a master
implementation, this has to be considered.

4.2.1 Color depth of 8 bit

The color LCD modules with a color depth of 8 bit can support up to 256 colors.
This limited palette on one hand leads to some restrictions when using colors, these
restrictions on the other hand are practically not very severe (a color photo can be
decently shown using a 256 color palette).
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32 bit value (default) description

0xC7779DD9 magic
0x00000003 number of parameters
0x00000001 flags

bit 1: startup screen of the GUI–Interpreter is
active

bit 2: Activate slide show of pictures in the
flash memory. The ID of the first slide
id defined by the ID of the startup pic-
ture (see below). The following pic-
tures must have ascending IDs.

bit 3 - 32: reserved (do not set these bits)
0x00000064 brightness at startup in percent
0x00000000 ID of a BMP picture in the flash memory, which

is shown on system startup (default 0 means that
the screen is blank). To use this feature the nor-
mal startup screen of the GUI–Interpreter has to
be deactivated (see the flags above).

0x00000003 delay between the pictures of the slide show
in seconds.

0x00000001 background color of the slide show.

Table 4: Example of a configuration object with default settings.

In order to obtain an adequate representation of a photo it is necessary to adjust the
limited color space to this picture. A problem arises if additional to this photograph
other photos or color elements are to be shown on the display. Especially, it would
be disturbing if the carefully designed user interfaces would change their color due
to a change in the color palette. Therefore it is proceeded as follows in both the GUI
library and the GUI–Interpreter:

• There are fixedsystem colors which are available independently from possi-
bly shown images and which do not change. These are the 16 standard col-
ors of the VGA palette:BLACK, MAROON, GREEN, OLIVE, NAVY,
PURPLE, TEAL, GRAY, SILVER, RED, LIME, YELLOW, BLUE,
FUCHSIA, AQUA, WHITE. If required these can easily be adapted to an-
other standard color set (disp set palette entry() ). These color can
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also be accessed by these names as the names are defined in the example code.

• Depending on the number of the colors which can be shown on the device,
the colors which are available in excess or the standard colors can be used
to display images. E.g. if the number of colors available is 256, 240 col-
ors can be used to display images. However, it is also possible to change
the number of colors which are reserved for BMP images with the function
disp reserve bmp colors() . For instance, there may be 224 colors
reserved for BMP pictures and 32 colors remain unchanged if pictures are
displayed.

4.2.2 BMP images with a color depth of 8 bit

At the moment the supported image formats on devices with a color depth of 8 bit
are uncompressed monochrome BMP pictures, 16– and 256–color BMP images (un-
compressed or RLE compressed). When BMP images with colors are to be displayed
their colors are loaded to the color palette in a way that the colors, which are not re-
served for pictures, are not affected. In order to obtain a correct display of images
please use the following procedure:

• The image must be reduced to the number of colors available. This can be
realized with an arbitrary graphics program.

• If more than one images are to be displayed at one time, it is an advantage
if they have the same palette of colors. In this way they don’t need so much
entries in the color table of LCM module. This too can be achieved with the
use of a conventional graphics program2. Suggested steps are:

1. Copy all images in a new large truecolor image.

2. Reduce the colors of this new image to the allowable maximum number.

3. Separate the original images from the large image. The single images
now use the same color palette and can be displayed on the LCD without
artefacts.

If a new picture is loaded, the algorithm tries to find the color palette of the picture in
the already used entries of the color table of the LCM. The found colors can now be
used as well for the new picture. If they do not match, the palette of the new picture
uses the not occupied entries in the color table. Because of their limited number,
there might be no free entries. In such a case the first colors of the reserved area in
the colortable are erased and used for the new picture.

2 In principle it would have been possible to omit the external steps of image processing and
to calculate what’s necessary within the LCM module. Because this would have resulted
in larger processing time and memory requirements the external processing of images was
considered the better option.
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4.2.3 Color depth of 24 bit (truecolor)

The color information of the red, green and blue component is stored in a 32 bit long
word of the typet color . The bits 0–7 are used for the red value, the bits 8–15
are used for the green value and the bits 16–23 are used for the blue value. The bits
24–31 are zero.
It is recommended to use the predefined macros DISPRGB( r, g, b) from “dis-
play colors.h”to fill a color value. The macrosDISP R RGB( rgb) , DISP G -
RGB( rgb) andDISP B RGB( rgb) are used to extract an elementary color out
of a color value.
BMP pictures with a color depth of 24 bit are supported. In most cases it is sufficient
to use images with 256 colors, which can be displayed together without restrictions
and need less memory.
The textstyleTXT LIGHT is realised with an appropriate color and not by rasteriza-
tion of the printed text string.

4.3 Storing data in the RAM or the flash memory

4.3.1 Handling of “binary object” (pictures, fonts, texts)

Because some instructions of the GUI Interpreter act with large data volumes (e.g.
disp bmp() when displaying a BMP picture) it is impractical to send this data to
the module via the serial connection every time the instruction is executed. Therefore
the GUI–Interpreter supports binary objects (the functions can be found in the files
lcm.h/c), which in advance get loaded into the RAM memory or the optional external
flash memory. These binary data can then be referenced by an object ID. The object
ID is anuint32 value which gets assigned by the GUI–Interpreter when the data
gets uploaded into the RAM. Objects in RAM can be deleted by using the function
LCMKillBinaryObject() .

Instruction ID description

LCM UPLOAD TO RAM 20 load binary data into RAM
LCM KILL BINARY OBJECT 23 delete a binary object from RAM

Table 5: Functions for objects which can be loaded into internal RAM.

Before objects can be transmitted into the flash memory the internal data structures
of the LCM need to be prepared and the flash memory to be erased (LCMInit-
Flash() ). When transmitting binary data to the flash memory (LCMUploadTo-
Flash() ) the object ID can be chosen by the master, provided it is secured that
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Instruction ID description

LCM INIT FLASH 33 initialize internal data structures
and erase flash memory

LCM INIT FLASH NO - 60 like LCM INIT FLASH, but there
OUTPUT is no output on the display
LCM UPLOAD TO FLASH 34 load binary data into flash memory
LCM MACRO TO FLASH 43 transfers a macro from RAM to flash

memory
LCM FINALIZE FLASH 35 transmit the internal data structures

for the data flashed previously into
the flash memory

LCM FINALIZE FLASH - 59 like LCM FINALIZE FLASH, but
NO RESET the device is no reseted after

execution of this instruction
LCM FLASH DUMP 51 transfers the contents of the

flash memory to the master

Table 6:Functions for objects which can be loaded into the optional external
flash memory.

Instruction ID description

LCM ACCESSBINARY OBJECT 53 byte access to the data
of a binary object

Table 7: Funktions for objects in the RAM or flash memory.

the object IDs are unique. There is only one exception: TheNULL ID , defined in
portab guii.h, cannot used to label objects.
The same rule for object IDs has to be followed with the commandLCMMacro-
ToFlash() (macros are sequences of instructions which can be stored within the
LCM module and which can later be “replayed” with a single instruction). Transmit-
ting data to the flash memory is completed by sending theLCMFinalizeFlash()
instruction. This generates the internal data structures needed for the objects which
by this time already have been written to the flash memory. MoreoverLCMFinali-
zeFlash() checks, whether an object ID is used more than once. After finalizing
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additional objects cannot be sent to the LCM flash memory. Only after erasing the
complete flash memory withLCMInitFlash() objects can again be loaded.

Use of the objects residing in the external flash memory after a
reset of the LCM: After a reset the GUI–Interpreter searches the external flash
(if present) for administrative information about the objects present in the flash. Then
the fonts integrated in the GUI–Interpreter get assigned an object ID (as any other
binary object). Because at this time all IDs of objects within the flash are known, the
fonts obtain IDs which do not conflict with object IDs from flash. This also is the
reason why objects in RAM cannot be assigned object IDs by the master but these
are determined by the GUI–Interpreter to avoid collisions between IDs from objects
in the flash with those of objects in the RAM.

Restrictions: The number of objects which can be accomodated in RAM is
restricted by the size of the RAM memory. The number of objects residing in flash
memory is at the moment restricted by the size of the flash memory and in general
to 3000 objects.

4.3.2 Examples:

Often it is usedfull to place some binary data (text, pictures, fonts) into the RAM–
or the flash memory of the LCM modules (see section4.3.1on page47). This can
prevent long serial communications in critical parts of the master program. As an
example the transfer of a font into the RAM is explained, in which the commands
from the fileslcm.h/c are used:

• The font has to be in the memory of the master system, i.e. in an array.

• The font is uploaded by the commandLCMUploadToRam() . (By using
LCMUploadToRam() any memory contents can send to the LCM module.)

• If the transmission of the font was successful,LCMUploadToRam() returns
an object ID, which is used to address the font further on. This can be stored
in a variablenew font for instance.

• Now the font has to be activated with the commandsystem font init(
new font) from system.h/c. Afterwards text can be displayed withdisp -
text() or disp formatted text() (files display.h/c).

The transfer of pictures is done in the same way. The pictures have to be available
in the BMP format, from which different variants are supported: up to 256 colors,
with and without RLE compression and truecolor BMPs (compare section4.2.2on
page46).
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Like the fonts, the pictures are copied to RAM with the commandLCMUploadTo-
Ram() and an object ID which can be used to display the picture (disp bmp() ) is
returned.
On the other hand, storing fonts or pictures in the flash memory works as follows:

• First of all, the flash procedure has to be prepared withLCMInitFlash() ,
which also erases the flash memory completely.

• Binary objects (pictures, text, etc.) can be transfered afterwards with the com-
mandLCMUploadToFlash() . The user can choose the object ID (without
0), which should be used to address the object, but necessarily these IDs have
to be unique.

• If all objects are stored in the flash memory, the flashing has to be completed
with a call toLCMFinalizeFlash() .

• Subsequently, the LCM module resets itself and the objects in the flash mem-
ory are ready to use.

Moreover the user can transfer previously recorded macros (LCMMacroRec() and
LCMMacroStop() ) to the flash memory as well. A special commandLCMMacro-
ToFlash() for this issue is provided. Command sequences, which were stored
like this, can be executed without causing much traffic on the serial lines. This is
especially interesting for systems, which have to be working with low baudrates.

4.3.3 Using “flash pages”

The flash memory can be subdivided in several “flash pages” , which can be erased
and filled with data independent from each other. The number of flash pages and
their sizes can be obtained with the commandLCMGetSystemInfo() . When ac-
cessing the binary objects it does not matter in which flash page they are stored. The
object ID is only necessary for that.
The commandLCMSwitchFlashPage() switches to corresponding flash page.
The counting of the pages starts with zero. If a value below zero is passed, the GUI–
Interpreter considers the whole flash memory for writing data instead of a single
flash page. Like described previously (section4.3.1on page47), the already known
commandsLCMInitFlash() , LCMUploadToFlash() etc. can be used to ac-
cess the current flash page. With a concluding call toLCMFinalizeFlash() the
internal data structure to manage the binary objects of a flash page is written.
The commandLCMFlashPageInfo() returns the size of a flash page, the num-
ber of used bytes and the number of objects of the page. WithLCMFlashPages-
CheckIDs() the master can check, if the object IDs are unique.
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Instruction ID description

LCM GET SYSTEM INFO 52 returns the number and sizes
of flash pages among other values

LCM SWITCH FLASH PAGE 56 switches between the dif-
ferent flash pages

LCM FLASH PAGE INFO 57 returns information to a
flash page

LCM FLASH PAGES- 58 checks for unique
CHECK IDS object IDs

Table 8: Functions to manage flash pages.

4.4 Working with macros

The user can record complete command sequences with the LCM module, which are
stored into the RAM or the flash memory of the device (the serial commands can be
found in the fileslcm.h/c). Whereas only commands can be included, which do not
send back any information or data (see appendixB on page69), because the single
commands do not communicate individually with the master once they are inside a
macro.
The recording of a macro is started withLCMMacroRec() , which gives back an
object ID for accessing the macro afterwards. All following commands to the LCM
are not executed, but stored in the memory of the module. It is even possible, that
the parameters of the commands are invalid at the moment of the macro recording,
because the execusion is done when the macro is called. The recording of the macro
is completed afterLCMMacroStop() .
A macro is called withLCMMacroPlay() , by providing the object ID, which has
been received fromLCMMacroRec() .
As mentioned in section4.3, macros can be transfered to the flash memory too, so
that the recording only has to be done once.

4.5 Creation of buttons

For the creation of buttons some preliminary work has to be done. At first the user
has to transfer the text– or graphics labels of the buttons into the memory of the
device and the frame and button styles must be created. It is possible to define the
appearance of the buttons in the normal state as well as in the selected state.
The example (refer also to the files “guii button demo.h/c”) shown below needs the
following variables and constants:
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enum{NORMAL = 0, SELECTED = 1};

const char button_label_normal[] = "One Button";
const char button_label_selected[] = "SELECTED";

TObjectID my_button_label[2];
TObjectID my_framestyle[2];
TObjectID font_id;
TObjectID my_buttonstyle[2];
TObjectID my_button;

The button normaly shows the text “One Button”, which shall change to “SELEC-
TED” in the selected state. Both strings will be transfered to the RAM in the exam-
ple.

LCMUploadToRAM( sizeof(button_label_normal),
(const uint8*)(&button_label_normal), &my_button_label[NORMAL]);

LCMUploadToRAM( sizeof(button_label_selected),
(const uint8*)(&button_label_selected), &my_button_label[SELECTED]);

Afterwards the frame of the button is defined, whereas the frame should change
slightly in the seleted state of the button.

disp_framestyle_init( &my_framestyle[NORMAL]);
disp_framestyle_set_colors(

my_framestyle[NORMAL], RED, WHITE, BLACK, SILVER);
disp_framestyle_set_dimensions( my_framestyle[NORMAL], 2, 1, 7);
disp_framestyle_set_flags( my_framestyle[NORMAL], FS_SHADOW);
disp_framestyle_set_linestyle( my_framestyle[NORMAL], 0xFFFF);
disp_framestyle_clone( my_framestyle[NORMAL], &my_framestyle[SELECTED]);
disp_framestyle_set_colors(

my_framestyle[SELECTED], RED, BLUE, SILVER, BLACK);

The buttons style can be generated with the finished description of the frame. For the
text labels a font has to be chosen as well.

system_get_font_pointer( "Mono8x16", &font_id);

button_style_init( &my_buttonstyle[NORMAL]);
button_style_set_font( my_buttonstyle[NORMAL], font_id, TXT_NORMAL, BLUE);
button_style_set_linefeed( my_buttonstyle[NORMAL], 0);
button_style_set_framestyle( my_buttonstyle[NORMAL], my_framestyle[NORMAL]);
button_style_clone( my_buttonstyle[NORMAL], &my_buttonstyle[SELECTED]);
button_style_set_font( my_buttonstyle[SELECTED], font_id, TXT_NORMAL, BLACK);
button_style_set_framestyle( my_buttonstyle[SELECTED], my_framestyle[SELECTED]);

Eventually the button can be constructed and activated.
button_define( 110, 95, 100, 50, STANDARD_BUTTON | BUTTON_KLICK,

my_buttonstyle[NORMAL], my_buttonstyle[SELECTED],
my_button_label[NORMAL], my_button_label[SELECTED], &my_button);

button_activate( my_button);

The readout of the button can be done with the commands described in the function
reference. Finally the user has to cleanup:

button_deactivate( my_button);

button_style_free( my_buttonstyle[NORMAL]);
button_style_free( my_buttonstyle[SELECTED]);

disp_framestyle_free( my_framestyle[NORMAL]);
disp_framestyle_free( my_framestyle[SELECTED]);

LCMKillBinaryObject( my_button_label[NORMAL]);
LCMKillBinaryObject( my_button_label[SELECTED]);
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4.6 Readout of an optical Encoder

If the display module is equipped with an optical encoder (optional), the state of
the encoder can be determined by the previously mentioned event–handling (see
section3.11on page31). The following types of events can occur (table9):

Event Description

ENCODERPRESSEDEVENT is triggered by pressing the
encoder button

ENCODERRELEASEDEVENT is triggered by releasing the
encoder button

FAST ENCODEREVENT is triggered, if the encoder button is
held down

ENCODERCHANGEEVENT is triggered by turning the encoder

Table 9: Possible events, which can be triggered by an encoder.

Depending on the behaviour of the encoder button, which can be set byEncoder-
SetCharacteristics() , the different events are triggered accordingly (see the
function reference). The commandEncoderGetDifference() is used to ob-
tain the encoder position after anENCODERCHANGEEVENT.
The two encoder commands should always be called with theFIRST ENCODERID
or the return value ofevents get next event() .
The following fragment of simple code demostrates the usage:

static void EncoderTest( void)
{

err_code err;

EncoderSetCharacteristics( FIRST_ENCODER_ID, 1, ENCODER_SWITCH_BOTH);
events_activate( 16);
while (1)
{

e_event_type event;
TObjectID encoder_id;

(void)events_collect();

err = events_get_next_event( &event, &encoder_id);
if (event != NO_EVENT)
{

printf("An event occured.");
}/* if */
if (ERR_OK == err)
{

if (ENCODER_PRESSED_EVENT == event)
{

printf("Encoder pressed. \n");
}/* if */
if (ENCODER_RELEASED_EVENT == event)
{
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printf("Encoder released. \n");
}/* if */
if (ENCODER_CHANGE_EVENT == event)
{

int16 diff;

(void)EncoderGetDifference( encoder_id, &diff);
printf("Encoder changed %d. \n", diff);

}/* if */
}/* if */

}/* while */
}/* EncoderTest */

4.7 Transmission of the complete display content to the
master

In order to transmit the content of the display to the master, this procedure must be
prepared with the instructionLCMDownloadDisplay() , which delivers the size
of the display content, the number of the data bytes and an object ID.
The data itself is collected by the master by repeatedly calling the functionLCM-
DownloadData() . This function gets passed the object ID obtained from the call
of LCMDownloadDisplay() and fills a buffer with a fraction of the display data.
The LCM transmits the bytes of the display line–by–line starting at the top of the
display and proceeding down. Thus it is relatively easy for the master to use this
data for example to generate a hard copy of the display. The download of the display
data is ended whenLCMDownloadData() returns anERRBEMP(“buffer empty”)
error condition (this makes sure that the resources used within the LCM get released
again). The data package which returnedERRBEMPis the last which did contain
valid data.

4.8 Creating animations

Small animations can be made by combining several BMP pictures (frames). The
BMPs must be stored in the flash memory or in RAM. The functionAnimAddFra-
me() glues the frames together and defines for each frame the time of visibility.
Moreover it is possible to let the animation play in an endless loop or to bounce. The
master can start, stop and continue an animation as well.
The following fragment of code demostrates the usage:

#include "guii_animation.h"

static void AnimTest( void)
{

TAnimObject *clock_anim;
uint8 i;
uint32 bmp_ptr;

AnimInit( &clock_anim);
for (i = 0; i < 12; i++)
{

GetBObject( 1000 + i, &bmp_ptr);
AnimAddFrame( clock_anim, (t_bmp_ptr)bmp_ptr, 20);
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}/* for */

...

AnimActivate( clock_anim, 50, 50, 100, 100, 0, BOOL_FALSE, BOOL_FALSE);

...

AnimDeactivate( clock_anim);
AnimFree( clock_anim);

}/* AnimTest */

First the animation is initialized with the commandAnimInit() and after that
the frames (starting with the object ID1000) are added (AnimAddFrame() ). Dur-
ing playback each frame should be shown for200 ms.AnimActivate() starts the
animation at a given position and the given frame. The flags are set to play the anima-
tion only once.AnimDeactivate() erases the animation from the display, but it
might be possible to draw it again on a different position withAnimActivate() .
The commandAnimFree() finally destroys the animation and deallocates the used
memory. Alongside, there are the commandsAnimStart() , AnimCont() and
AnimStop() , which are used to start, continue or stop an animation.

Restrictions: If a lot of and/or large animations are played at once, it is possible
that the chronological schedule cannot be reached, because the rescources are used
to display the frames. Besides the throughput of processed commands is reduced
during the playback of an animation.
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5 Example implementations

Besides the Windows–Master, which allows the user to develope applications for the
LCM modules directly on a PC, there is an example implementation of the mas-
ter for the GUI Interpreter provided on the CD. The sources were written for an
UNIX/Linux environment and can be easily adapted to other custom–specific hard-
ware.
The master implementations assumes that the LCM with the GUI Interpreter has
been switched on or is just in the state after a reset. Thus after autobauding (see
section2.1) the initial stringzBIN\r is sent to change to binary packet mode.

5.1 The Windows–Master for the GUI Interpreter

The Windows Master provides a complete implementation of the serial protocol and
the commands used to control the LCM. Very easiely the user can write software in
C on a standard PC by using the Windows Master. After that these applications can
be transfered to the custom–specific hardware without any changes.
The Windows Master is part of the Starterkits for the LCM modules and is described
in the Starterkit documentation.

5.2 Master implementation for the UNIX/Linux environment

The ”CompleteMaster” supports all features of the communication protocol (e.g.
short/long answer packets and CRC16 checksums) and demonstartes many functions
of the GUI Interpreter.
Desrciption of source files:

gui interpreter master.c: Opens the serial interface and send the instructions to
the Interpreter.

serial transfer.h/ c: Functions for sending and receiving packtes via the serial
port; functions for activation / deactivation of the various transmission proto-
col features.

serial local.h/ c: Low–level instructions for using the serial port and for sending
and receiveing data (these are hardware dependend functions which need to
be adapted for your system).

display.h/c: Functions of the GUI library for drawing on the display; here these
functions just send an appropriate command to the GUII Interpreter via the
serial interface.

lcd.h/c: Functions for controlling the LCD panel.

sound.h/c: Functions for using the optional piezo loudspeaker.
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system.h/c: Functions of the GUI library, e.g. administration of fonts; also these
functions just send an appropriate command to the GUII Interpreter via the
serial interface.

lcm.h/c: Instructions for influencing the communication protocol and functions
for uploading of binary objects (fillstyles, sprite patterns, bitmaps etc.) to the
LCM.

touch.h/c: Functions for accessing an optional touch glass.

button.h/c: Functions for touch controlled buttons.

keyboard.h/c: Instructions for using a keyboard channel, which is needed for
touch keyboards.

tglass.h/c: Functions for calibrating the touch glass.

t keyb.h/c: Functions for using touch keyboards for modules which are equipped
with a touch display.

event handling.h/c: Functions for handling touch–events from button etc. .

serial command buffer.h/c: Functions to assemble instruction packets and also
to disassemble them into the single parameters.

checksum.h/c: Functions for calculating checksums.

global settings guii.h, config master.h: Definitions of global constants and
compile switchesPlease note that these compile switches need to be ad-
justed according to your system (e.g. there is errornous output if a monochrome
device receives instructions from a master where a color display is as-
sumed).

serial commands.h: Definition of Instruction tokens.

portab.h: Definition of generic data types, to ensure compatibility between differ-
ent compilers.

portab guii.h: Data types especially needed for the GUI Interpreter.

errors.h/errsys.h/errors guii.h: Definitions of error numbers.

5.3 Proceedure of implementing a master for the GUI
Interpreter

If you do not want to use the code provided as an example or if your use another
programming language as C on your master device, please refer to the “Complete–
Master” implementation.for orientation. We recommand to proceed as follows:
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• Write functions for accessing the serial port with one of the standard baud
rates of 9600 to 115200 baud, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity (adjustment
of “serial local.h/c” for the complete master). Basically you have to provide
functions for reading and writing bytes. Please note in the context of receiving
bytes from the serial port that it takes a differnt amount of time until an in-
struction has been executed by the LCM and an answer gets sent. One cannot
assume that immediately after sending the instruction an answer will be de-
livered. Provide for an appropriate timeout handling. It is important that your
function for reading bytes has a timeout of0.1s.

• By calling the functionInitSerialConnection() (in “serial transfer.h/c”)
the created basic functions of “seriallocal.h/c” are assigned.

• Implement the autobauding proceedure so the GUI Interpreter can adjust itself
to the baud rate you want to use (see the functionTriggerAutobauding()
in “serial transfer.h/c”).

• As a first test send the stringzBIN\r (Hex: 0x7a 0x42 0x49 0x4e
0x0d ), the power–on message on the LCM should now disapear. (Relevant
files from the examples are: “serialtransfer.h/c”, especially refer to the func-
tion InitDevice() ).

• Now write functions which assemble data packtes according to the documen-
tation. First ommit all the additional features of the protocol (sequence num-
bers, address mode, CRC16 checksum, long answers from the LCM). As a
checksum simply all other bytes of the packet are summed up. (Relevant files:
“serial commandbuffer.h/c”: SCBAdd...() , “serial transfer.h/c”:Send-
Package() , “serial commands.h”, “display.h/c”: e.g.disp line() , “check-
sum.h/c”:AddSimpleSum() , SimpleSum() ).

• Send a simple packet (e.g.DISP LINE ) to the LCM and try to read the an-
swer byte. If everything worked out correctly a byte of 0x00 should be re-
ceived. (Relevant files: “serialtransfer.h/c”:SendPackage() , Receive-
Package() , “display.h/c”: z.B.disp line() ).

• Extend the functionality of the master as you need. It is sufficient to only
implement the protocol properties and function calls which you need for your
application.
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6 Portability between LCM modules with the
GUI–Interpreter and custom hardware using
the GUI library

Depending on the properties of the project or other circumstances one may want to
either use a ready-to-go LCM module for the user interface of the application, or one
wants to build a custom hardware. For using a custom hardware we offer a source
code liberary (”GUI library”) in ANSI-C, featuring instructions which are compati-
ble to a large extend with those of the GUI Interpeter from the LCM modules.

This allows for in a good portability of application programs and thus a change
in hardware can be made without large changes in the programming of the user
interface !

6.1 Properties of the graphics system – the GUI library as
the basis for the GUI Interpreter

The Simplify Technologies GUI library is the foundation of the graphics system of
the GUI Interpreter. The functions for assembling the data packages thus can be de-
signed analogeously to the functions of the GUI library. Then it is relatively easy to
port a GUI Interpreter application to a GUI library application. The example code
provided (see chapter5 on page56) for the master to interface the GUI Interpreter
trys to realize a maximum of similarity. The example code is written in ANSI–C, as
is the GUI library.

The functions of the GUI library can be divided into two classes:

Functions which are hardware independent: These functions control the so–
calledchannels of the GUI library. The channels are abstract representations
of input and output devices like keyboards etc. . Examples for such functions
are:disp line() (draw a line on the display channel) anddisp text()
(text output). Equivalent functions are used when a master device talks to the
GUI Interpreter.

Functions, which refer to the hardware used: These functions control the so-
calleddevices, which are the real peripherals used, as for example the LCD,
or the piezo loudspeaker. The functiosn are also determined by the properties
of the respective peripheral device. E.g. for LCD displays, where the contrast
can be adjusted, there is the functionlcd contrast() .

In the GUI library thechannels are connected to thedevices, so the consequences
of a function for a channel can finally be seen on the connected device (e.g. a LCD
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display). The channels and devices relevant for the GUI Interpreter are given in table
10.

channel dazugehrendes Device

display channel LCD device
sound channel piezo device
touch channel touchglas device

Table 10: Abstract channels and respective devices.

For using the GUI Interpreter, it is not necessary to distinguish between the channels
and the devices, because the LCM modulesknow about their display and other hard-
ware configuration. Therefore, commands likedisp line() can operate directly
on the display.

6.2 Differences between functions of the GUI Interpreter
and the GUI library

When the functions of the GUI library have been adapted for the GUI Interpreter
some simplifications have been made, due to the fact, that the library in this case
exactlyknows what kind of hardware is used (the modules of the LCM series). Thus
a more general treatment of the displays as in the more generic GUI library is not
necessary. The initialization and use of thechannels anddevices has been simpli-
fied compared to the GUI library. When the module starts up the devices present are
automatically initialized and connected to appropriate channels (see appendixC on
page72. Display instructions can then directly be sent to the LCM.

Some functions of the GUI library use pointers as an argurment, e.g. the address of
a BMP picture which is to be displayed. This use of pointers is not feasible with the
GUI Interpreter because here control is performed from another system, and thus the
objects present on that system cannot directly be accessed from the LCM module.
Here the proceedure is as follows:

1. The respective object is either generated within the LCM module or transfered
from the controlling device to the LCM module.

2. The LCM module inserts the object into an internal list. For objects which at
run–time are moved to RAM memory the LCM generates an ID number (ob-
ject ID), which then gets transmitted to the controlling device. Objects which
are sent to the optional external flash memory of the LCM can be labeled
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with an ID given by the controlling device. There is only one exception: The
NULL ID , defined in “portabguii.h”, cannot used to label objects.

3. If the controlling device now wants to reference to the object in a function the
respective object ID is transmitted instead of a pointer to identify the object
in an unambigious manner.

For the application the difference is just that for the GUI library a pointer is passed
to the respective functions while when using the GUI interpreter an ID is passed.
Because a pointer can be considered as a special form of an ID there are barely any
modifications in the application source code when porting the code.
A realization of how to compose the data packages for the various instructions for
the programming of the controlling device can be found in chapter5 on page56.
Here an example implementation of the serial communication protocol can be found
as well. Details of the communications protocol are given in chapter2 on page8.

Further details of the Simplify Technologis GUI library can be found in the respec-
tive handbook which is also available from Simplify Technologies.
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7 Safety issues

7.1 Facts

Software is complex and it is only possible to test a limited number of the possible
states of a software. Even programs ready to run which run with varying parameters
and environmental conditions exhibit a very large number of possible run sequences.
Therefore one cannot assume that a software is free of defects.
When using the GUI Interpreter eventually additional transmission errors may occur
when controlling the LCM by a master device via the serial port. A stable master
device is a prerequisite for a secure operation.
Simplify Technologies strives to deliver high quality software and hardware. Never-
theless one needs to be aware of the possibility of the occurrence of faults within the
lLCM or the GUI Interpreter. If a faults occurs, please let us know for fixing the bug.

7.2 Precautions

Programming reliable software is not a subject which can be dealt with adequately
here in a short way. Please obtain information about this subject from the large se-
lection of literature3, the documentation of your development tool chain, special
literature for your application and regulations eventually applying to your applica-
tion.
A defensive style of programming can considerably increase the reliability of your
application.
This involves (among other issues) checking the parameters of functions not to ex-
ceed their allowed range and testing the return value of functions in order to detect
errors which may have occurred as well as verifying correct data transmission by
making use of the respective features of the communications protocol.
The completed application must be tested carefully. Additionally it may be advis-
able to use a ”watchdog device” which is independent from the software and checks
the integrity of the system and the application and, if the verification fails, puts the
system in a secure state.

3e. g. Hoang Pham: Software Reliability, Springer 2000, ISBN 981-3083-84-0, or John D.
Musa: Software Reliability, McGraw-Hill 1999, ISBN 0-07-913271-5
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An overview and a brief description of the functions can be found in section3 of this
document.

A detailled function reference of the GUI interpreter is provided seperately and
can be found on the CD of the Starterkit.
For each of the more than 300 functions the function reference provides a description
of the instruction, the parameters and the communications protocol in binary mode as
well as the function prototype of the master example implementation and an example
of a typical function call.
The packages in the examples of the communication sequences are featuring the
long response mode without sequence numbering and the simple checksum (see sec-
tion 2.3). This is the reason, why the status byte is always0x80 . If some bytes in
the example–sequences are undetermined, then “xx” is used as placeholder. Within
the description of every byte in the sequences, the value is also shown in decimal
numbers.
As in the following example for some commands it is also possible to trigger them
in ASCII mode:

DISP LINE

Draw line from and relatively to the current cursor position. The current line at-
tributes and width are used. The endpoint of the line then becomes the new current
cursor position.

Command–ID: 217

Parameter of the command:

• Relative x–corrdinate to draw the line to (int16),

• relative y–corrdinate to draw the line to (int16).

Return values:

• Contains error code (uint8) (ERROK: success, ERRPAR: the end points
are on negetive coordinates or in the case of line length 0, ERRDDE:f er-
rors occur with the display device e. g. in the case of coordinates too large:
ERR DDE).
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Example sequence:

command package response package

0A package length (10)
80 status byte
00 command ID (217) MSB
D9 command ID (217) LSB
00 x–coordinate (50) MSB
32 x–coordinate (50) LSB
00 y–coordinate (60) MSB
3C y–coordinate (60) LSB
01 checksum MSB
D1 checksum LSB

07 package length (7)
80 status byte
00 transmission error

(ERR RESPONSEOK) MSB
01 transmission error

(ERR RESPONSEOK) LSB
00 error of command (ERROK)
00 checksum MSB
88 checksum LSB

Function prototype of the GUI–Interpreter function for the master:

err code disp line(
int16 delta x,
int16 delta y);

Parameters of the GUI Interpreter function for the master:

delta x, delta y: Relative distance of the end point counted from the
current cursor position.

ASCII mode:

Instruction: zLINE

Parameters:relative coordinates of the end point of the line

Example: zLINE 50 60<cr>

Answer: error code
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A Error codes

Error Code Error- Description
No.

ERR OK 0 success
ERR NYI 1 function not yet implemented
ERR FNA 2 function not available
ERR PAR 3 parameters out of range
ERR DNA 4 device not accessible
ERR DIU 5 device illegally used
ERR MEM 6 memory not available
ERR CNA 7 channel not available
ERR DDE 8 device driver error
ERR DFE 9 display function error
ERR FNS 10 format not supported
ERR MAI 11 memory area insufficient
ERR ONF 12 object not found
ERR PAS 13 property already set
ERR LST 20 error while processing a list
ERR FIF 21 fifo error: fifo full
ERR FIL 22 fifo error: fifo locked
ERR FIE 23 fifo error: fifo empty
ERR BUT 30 error while processing a button
ERR TKB 32 error while processing touch keyboard
ERR NOM 34 no menu available
ERR MEU 35 error with menu
ERR MHI 36 menu must be hidden
ERR BRI 37 bar indicator error
ERR FLG 50 flag already blocked
ERR NCA 60 no character available
ERR KBF 61 keyboard buffer full
ERR PRE 70 printer general error
ERR PRP 71 printer out of paper
ERR PRT 78 printer timeout
ERR PRN 79 printer not ready
ERR OK TRUE 98 not an error: positiv result of a function
ERR OK FALSE 99 not an error: negativ result of a function
ERR BSY 100 something is busy (e.g. i2c-device)

continued on next page
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continued from previous page
Error Code Error- Description

No.

ERR TMP 101 error while reading the temperature sensor
ERR STI 130 serial interface timeout
ERR SRE 132 serial interface receive error
ERR STE 134 serial interface transmission error
ERR FTE 139 flash testing error
ERR MMA 140 error during memory check: moving inversions

error
ERR MA1 141 error during memory check: address test 1. byte
ERR MA2 142 error during memory check: address test 2. byte
ERR MA3 143 error during memory check: address test 3. byte
ERR MA4 144 error during memory check: address test 4. byte
ERR FWE 145 flash write enable error
ERR FLE 146 flash error
ERR FWA 147 Flash write-in address error
ERR FBE 148 Flash 128 byte boundary address error
ERR FER 149 Flash erase error
ERR LCC 150 error LCD controller
ERR SNR 201 serial interface wrong number of bytes received
ERR SCK 202 serial interface checksum error
ERR SQC 203 serial sequence control error
ERR CNS 204 command not supported
ERR BON 205 binary object not found
ERR MRE 206 maximimum repetitions of sending a command

to the serial port
ERR REP 207 response will be repeated
ERR MDE 208 more data than expected
ERR MREC 209 macro recording error
ERR BEMP 210 buffer empty
ERR MAC 211 error processing macro
ERR MBSY 212 busy macro recording
ERR BNS 213 baudrate not supported
ERR INU 214 object IDs are not unique
ERR BUG 255 internal error

Table 11: Error codes
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Error Code Error- Description
No.

DL ERR OK 0 success
DL ERR DATAINDEX 1 access to data with invalid index
DL ERR WORLD - 2 conversion into world data did not
DATA INVALID succeed
DL ERR MEM 3 memory allocation failed
DL ERR NOSPACE 4 no more space left for adding data
DL ERR NODATA 5 no valid data could be obtained
DL ERR PARAMETER 6 invalid parameters
DL ERR BUG 255 internal error

Table 12: Error codes, which can are specific to the Logger–Framework.

Response String Comment

WPA Wrong parameter
STS Command string to short
STL Command string to long
ICO Invalid command
IER Internal error

Table 13:Error codes, which can occure in the ASCII mode beside the error
numbers.
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The following commands can be used within macros:

ANIM ACTIVATE = 2103,
ANIM CONT = 2107,
ANIM DEACTIVATE = 2104,
ANIM START = 2106,
ANIM STOP = 2105,
BARIND ACTIVATE = 908,
BARIND DEACTIVATE = 909,
BARIND SET = 910,
BUTTON ACTIVATE = 567,
BUTTON CHANGE LABEL = 582,
BUTTON DEACTIVATE = 568,
BUTTON GHOSTBUTTON = 565,
BUTTON LIFT HOLD BUTTON = 585,
BUTTON PRESSHOLD BUTTON = 584,
BUTTON SET GHOSTLABEL = 597,
BUTTON SET GHOSTSTYLE = 596,
BUTTON SET POSITION = 580,
BUTTON SET STYLE = 583,
BUTTON UNGHOSTBUTTON = 566,
CLIP LINE = 1001,
CLIP POINT = 1000,
CLIP TEXT = 1002,
DISP ARC = 226,
DISP BMP ALPHA = 281,
DISP BMP = 240,
DISP CIRCLE = 224,
DISP CLEAR = 209,
DISP COLOREDCIRCLE = 225,
DISP COLOREDRECTANGLE = 222,
DISP COPY AREA = 280,
DISP DELETE FRAME = 278,
DISP FILLED RECTANGLE = 223,
DISP FORMATTED TEXT = 266,
DISP FRAME = 277,
DISP HLINE = 219,
DISP INVERT AREA = 245,
DISP LINE ABS = 218,
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DISP LINE = 217,
DISP MOVE CURSOR = 212,
DISP PIXELBLOCK GET = 243,
DISP PIXELBLOCK SET = 244,
DISP RECTANGLE = 221,
DISP RESERVEBMP COLORS = 269,
DISP SET BACKGROUND COLOR = 231,
DISP SET COLOR = 229,
DISP SET CURSORPOSITION = 210,
DISP SET DRAWMODE = 237,
DISP SET FILLSTYLE =239,
DISP SET FONT = 264,
DISP SET LINESTYLE = 233,
DISP SET LINEWIDTH = 235,
DISP SET PALETTE ENTRY = 268,
DISP SET PIXEL ABS = 214,
DISP SET PIXEL = 213,
DISP SET TEXTSTYLE = 262,
DISP TEXT = 260,
DISP VLINE = 220,
DL ADD PLOT POINT = 1632,
DL ADJUST PLOT AFTER ROLLING = 1631,
DL AXIS ITEM ADD = 1609,
DL AXIS ITEMS AUTO = 1629,
DL AXIS ITEMS REMOVE = 1610,
DL AXIS SET PARAMETERS = 1605,
DL DIAGRAM CONTROL CURSOR = 1616,
DL DIAGRAM DRAW LINE = 1618,
DL DIAGRAM DRAW = 1617,
DL DIAGRAM ROLL LEFT = 1630,
DL DIAGRAM SET PARAMETERS = 1614,
DL PLOT DRAW = 1624,
DL PLOT EXTEND RIGHT = 1625,
INPUTLINE DELETE CHAR = 1112,
INPUTLINE DELETE STRING = 1113,
INPUTLINE INSERT CHAR = 1114,
INPUTLINE INSERT STRING = 1115,
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSORLEFT BORDER = 1110,
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSORLEFT = 1109,
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSORRIGHT BORDER = 1111,
INPUTLINE MOVE CURSORRIGHT = 1108,
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INPUTLINE SET CURSOR = 11107,
LCD CONTRAST = 156,
LCD LIGHT = 155,
LCD SLEEP = 157,
LCD WAKEUP = 158,
LCM AUTOBAUDING = 15,
LCM CONTRASTOFFSET = 40,
LCM MACRO KILL = 32,
LCM MACRO REC = 29,
LCM PING = 18,
LCM SILENT = 42,
LCM SLEEP = 28,
MENU ACTIVATE BAR = 1252,
MENU ACTIVATE SINGLE = 1201,
MENU BAR SET FLAGS = 1256,
MENU DEACTIVATE BAR = 1253,
MENU DEACTIVATE SINGLE = 1202,
POPUPACTIVATE = 1308,
POPUPDEACTIVATE = 1310,
POPUPSET ENTRY FLAGS = 1314,
POPUPSET FLAGS = 1312,
SEG7SET COLORS = 1402,
SEG7UPDATE = 1405,
SLIDER ACTIVATE = 1510,
SLIDER DEACTIVATE = 1511,
SLIDER REDEFINE = 1508,
SLIDER SET POSITION = 1506,
SOUND CLICK = 608,
SOUND MAKE ASYNC = 611,
SOUND MAKE = 607,
SOUND OFF = 610,
SOUND ON = 609,
SOUND SET VOLUME = 605,
TGLASS CALIBRATION SEQUENCE = 505,
TGLASS SET CALIB PARAMETERS = 503,
T KEYB CLOSE = 705,
T KEYB OPEN = 704,
T KEYB SET POSITION = 708.
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C Not supported GUI–Library functions

C Not supported GUI–Library functions

The following functions of the GUI–Library are not supported by the GUI–Interpreter:

systeminit,
systemwait ticks,
systemwait until,
systeminterval elapsed,
lcd init,
lcd close,
lcd set viewport,
disp open,
disp connect,
disp disconnect,
disp makecurrent,
disp get current,
disp close,
disp update,
disp saveproperties,
disp restoreproperties,
disp printf,
tglassinit,
tglassclose,
touchopen,
touchconnect,
touchdisconnect,
touchclose,
touchupdate,
soundopen,
soundconnect,
sounddisconnect,
soundclose,
soundupdate,
piezo init,
piezoclose,
keyboardupdate,
eventsappendevent,
eventscollect,
eventsencodercollect
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D Frequently asked questions

Here we deal with questions which may freqently arise.

1. The autobauding doesn’t work directly after powerup:

The LCM devices are ready for the autobauding sequence after 500 ms.

2. Everything works allright, but a certain graphical element or text is not
displayed:

Verify if the size and positioning of the element is such that the element can
completely be displayed on the display.

3. Is it possible to ad the feature xy to the GUI interpreter ?

Answer: Maybe. If this is a property of major general interest we can realize
such an extension.

4. Where can I get more fonts ?

The GUI Interpreter uses fonts in FNT format. Using a suitable font editor
your can generate your own fonts or convert existing fonts into the FNT for-
mat..

5. After certain instructions the GUI Interpreter behaves incorrect ?

Did you wait for the completion of the instruction ? Did you set the timeout
on the master appropriately ?

6. I don’t get the expected results to a certain command. For instance, the
received data of the commanddisp get color() doesn’t makes sense.

Make sure, that the comprehensive answer packets are activated (see sec-
tion 2.3on page10).

If the one–byte–answer is used, all commands which normaly send back a
result or a status with the answer package make no sense.

If important questions are not covered, please feel free to contact us directly.
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E Fonts

E Fonts

For the fonts used by the GUI Interpreter and the LCM respectively the european
characters according to ISO-8859-1 have been chosen. As it is favorable for some
purposes to additional have arrows, e. g. for keyboards, these arrows have been added
for the hex codes 0x1C - 0x1F.

The fonts are available in three sizes::

Figure 13: Font Mono6x8
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Figure 14: Font Mono8x16
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E Fonts

Figure 15: Proportional font Prop14
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F License

The specific properties and application circumstances of the Simplify Technologies
software contained in und delivered in concunction with the LCM2 modules are
taken into consideration by our ”General Software License”, which we need to make
the exclusive conditions for using the software. Before registration and written ac-
ceptance of the General Software License the software is classified as ”Test Soft-
ware” and may be only used according to the respective restrictions set out in the
license. If you have questions about the license, we will be glad to help.

Please certify acceptance of the ”General Software License” as the sole terms of the
contract for licensing our software by signing this registration form below and send
the registration form in writing or by fax to:

Simplify Technologies GmbH
Steinbuehlstrae 15
35578 Wetzlar
Germany
Tel.: (+49) (0)6441-210390
FAX.: (+49) (0)6441-210399

General Software License

Simplify Technologies GmbH, Steinbuehlstr. 15, D-35578 Wetzlar, Germany
(hereinafter referred to as the "licensor") grants the licensee the right to use
the respective software (hereinafter referred to as the "software") in
accordance with the terms and conditions set out below. By using, acquiring or
embedding the software into a system, the licensee agrees to the terms and the
conditions of this license.

Definitions: The software can be:

"Executable programs" denotes software, which can be directly executed on a
respective target hardware, possibly using a run-time environment, or which is
used directly as a part of an executable program (run-time librariy). This
includes the software which is directly implemented in the systems of the
licensor ("embedded software").

"Source code" denotes software in the form where it can be read and processed by
a human. Typically source code cannot be executed directly but needs appropriate
compilation or interpretation to become executable software (which means
executable programs or parts of executable programs.

"Test version" denotes software, which is provided to licensee for testing purposes.

"Example software" denotes software, which is provided to licensee for example and
instruction purposes to help licensee to start development with respect to the
products of the licensor.

"Purchased software" denotes software, for which the license is obtained
seperately from other products and services of the licensor in return for
the payment of an agreed price, or which is provided together and as a
part of a product sold by the licensor.
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F License

1. Intellectual property rights and scope of license
a) The licensor is the owner of all intellectual property rights and all other
rights over the software as set out in sections 69 a ss. of the German Copyright
Law (UrhG) and international treaty provisions, and the sole holder of the right
of disposition of the software. The protection thereby granted to the licensor
is hereby expressly accepted by the licensee.
b) For software provided without cost the following provisions apply:
The software is provided "as-is". There is no guarantee of any properties of the
software.
c) For purchased software the following provisions apply:
The licensee shall be given all documentation and items required for
realization of this contract and adequate documentation of the software.
The software and documentation get deliverd on a data carrier or via remote data
transmission, printed documentation may or may not be provided.
d) The licensor retains all rights not expressly granted to the
licensee, in particular all rights of ownership of all intellectual property
rights in the software, the know-how and the user documentation. The licensee
may not transfer the software to any third party unless expressly permitted
under the terms of this license.

2. Rights granted
Licensee is hereby granted the following rights:
a) Licensee is granted a non-exclusive, right to use the software.
This right is non-time-limited, except for the case of "test versions" where it
is time-limited to 30 day commencing from the point of time of delivery of the
software licensed.
b) The software may not be used for the following security-related applications:
applications in aeronautics, space, military and in nuclear technology,
applications dealing with ionizing radiation, lasers or maser radiation,
applications to influence the movement of vehicles, applications in traffic
security systems (e.g. airbags, break control systems), applications in life-
support systems, especially those in medical applications, applications in which
dangerous substances would or might be released into the environment in the event
of failure.
c) For purchased source code the following provisions apply:

c1) Licensee may use the software on a single computer or within a network
comprising up to 5 users at the location of his organization.
c2) The software or parts of the software may be translated by licensee using any
development tool into an executable form and included in licensee’s products in
this executable form as long as the software thus employed is a fixed component
of those products and is sold together with the products as long as the products
do not constitute a development tool for display applications of third parties
and the software does not become a component of a development tool.
c3) Licensee is entitled to modify the source code of the software. The licensor
shall retain all rights over any such modified source code. Modified source code
shall be considered as software covered by this license.
Licensee is obliged to inform licensor of any intention to modify or improve the
software. A sample copy of all modifications made is to be sent to the licensor
free of charge before product completion.
c4) Transfer to any third party of the software or any part of the software in
source code or in a linkable object format is hereby expressly prohibited.

d) Fr example software the following provisions apply:
d1) Licensee may use the software on a single computer or within a network
comprising up to 5 users at the location of his organization, exclusively in
conjunction with the products of the licensor.
d2) If the example software consists of source code, the example software or
parts of it may be translated by licensee using any development tool into an
executable form and included in licensee’s products in this executable form as
long as the software thus employed is a fixed component of those products and
is sold together with the products as long as the products do not constitute a
development tool for display applications of third parties and the software
does not become a component of a development tool and provided that the
example software is used in conjunction with licensors products. If the
software is a test version, there is no right to sell the software even in
conjuction with the licensors products.
d3) If the example software consists of source code, Licensee is entitled to
modify the source code of the software. The licensor shall retain all rights
over any such modified source code. Modified source code shall be considered
as software covered by this license. Licensee is obliged to inform licensor of
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any intention to modify or improve the software. A sample copy of all
modifications made is to be sent to the licensor free of charge before product
completion.

e) For executable programs the following provisions apply:
e1) If the software is not example software the following applies: Licensee
may install use the software on a single computer at the location of his
organization. Additionally, licensee may hold up to two backup copies,
exclusively for archiving purposes.
e2) Regarding decompilation and reverse engineering, the German Copyright Law
(UrhG) and other intellectual property rights apply.
e3) If the software was produced with the .NET framework from Microsoft, the
components supplied by Microsoft are governed by the respective "end user
license for Microsoft Software", which in this case is also included with the
software. The distribution of the components supplied by Microsoft must also
comply with the "end user license for Microsoft Software" and may only take
place in conjunction with the software governed by this license.

3. License fee
For purchased source code the following provisions apply:
The rights granted by this license are subject to a fee to be paid by licensee
in accordance with the relevant invoice issued. License fees are set out in
licensor’s price lists as are issued from time to time or are based on
quotations made on an individual basis. The license is only granted when full
payment of the license fee is received by the licensor.

4. Restrictions
a) All intellectual property rights in the software and user documentation are
owned by the licensor or the suppliers of the licensor, especially the programs,
software, texts, pictures, animations, audio data. All rights not expressly
granted under this license shall remain with the licensor or the licensor’s
suppliers.
b) Licensor retains the right to make modifications to the software at any time.

5. End of license and confidentiality
a) Licensee is entitled at any time to end this software license agreement by
completely and finally deleting the software from his computer and/or network
and all other systems on which the software is kept.
b) This license shall automatically end, if licensee does not comply with the
terms and conditions of the license. In such case, the licensee is obliged to
destroy all copies of the software and to return all materials accompanying the
product, documentation and know-how which was given in written form to the
licensor. Licensee has no right to retain any such materials.
c) For "purchased software" and "example software" the right to sell products
which contain the software or parts of the software in executable form shall end
as soon as this license ends.
d) Both the licensor and the licensee are obliged to keep secret all information
about the other party which was obtained from or became known through executing
this license. This includes knowledge about the product and business policies as
well as distribution methods, especially all information which was expressly
declared confidential or which is by nature classifiable as technical or trade
secrets.
e) In the event of collaboration with or involvement of third parties, licensor
and licensee hereby undertake to bind such third parties to the obligations set
out above.

6. Limited warranty
a) The licensor does not accept any responsibility and shall not be held liable
for the results obtained through use of the software, nor does licensor warrant
that any particular results be achieved by the software. This also holds for the
suitability or usability of the software package for the intended purpose or any
other purpose. Economically purposeful usability of the software is at the sole
risk of the licensee.
b) For purchased software the following provisions apply:

b1) Licensor warrants that the software substantially conforms to the
applicable documentation and that it is free from major defects which would
restrict its usability for the purposes licensed. Minor defects are not
considered to restrict the ability of the software to be used for the licensed
purpose. This warranty does not include or relate to modifications made by the
licensee.
b2) If licensee complains about one or more defects, the licensor is entitled
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to remove these defects at his cost or to deliver an adequate substitute.
b3) Should attempts at rectification of defects not succeed, the licensee
shall be entitled, at his discretion, to either pay a reduced license fee or
to withdraw from the contract.

c) For software not purchased the following provisions apply: There is no
warranted quality or properties of the software. Also the description in the
documentation does not warrant certain quality or properties of the software.
Licensor does not warrant that the software is free from major defects which
would restrict its usability for the purposes licensed.
d) For example software the following provisions apply: There is no
warranted quality or properties of the software. Also the description in the
documentation does not warrant certain quality or properties of the software.
Licensor does not warrant that the software is free from major defects which
would restrict its usability for the purposes licensed.
e) The warranty period is 12 month for commercial customers and juristic persons
and 24 month for consumers / end-users, commencing from the point of time of
delivery of the software licensed.

7. Limitation of liability and indemnity obligation
a) Software is inherently complex and may not be completely free of errors. The
software is for this reason not suitable for use in products or in a way that
might result in damages in the event of software faults. This is especially the
case if the software were to be used in safety-related applications such as in
medical applications, aerospace and space applications, traffic technology,
nuclear and military technology. This is expressly acknowledged by licensee when
using the software. The results and possible damages resulting from the use of
the software are the sole responsibility of the licensee. The licensee is
obliged to verify and secure the fitness of the software for any particular
purpose to which it is put.
b) The licensor and the suppliers and agents of the licensor shall not be held
liable unless they act intentionally or with gross negligence. Liability claims
for whatever legal basis, especially breach of an obligation other than by delay
or impossibility, breach of duty during contract negotiations and tort are
excluded. This does not hold if liability is mandatory, e. g. according to the
german product liability law, in the case of intention or gross negligence,
absence of warrented quality, violation of substantial contractual obligations,
death or personal injury accountable to the licensor.
c) Liability is in particular excluded for the following damages: Licensor is
not liable for loss of data. Licensee agrees to ensure that sufficient backups
are made and appropriate data security measures are undertaken. Expressly
excluded is the liability for loss of profit, interruption of business,
goodwill, loss of business information or other property damages resulting from
the use of the software or the fact that it cannot be used. Liability is also
expressly excluded for incidental, untypical or consequential damages. This
shall hold even if licensor has been advised of the possibility of obtaining
such damages. A shift in the burden of proof for the disadvantage of the
customer is not obtained with this regulation. Licensor hereby advises licensee
to regularly check the results of licensee’s work and to secure data on a
regular basis.
d) In no case shall licensor’s liability for damages exceed the amount paid by
licensee for the software out of which such claim arose.
e) The limitation of liability shall also extend to all employees, representatives,
agents, and suppliers of the licensor.
f) Licensee shall indemnify and release licensor from and against and defend
from any claim, suit or proceedings relating to product liability.
g) Licensee shall be liable for all statements and claims made by licensee for
distribution and marketing purposes.

8. Intellectual property rights of third parties
a) Licensor believes that for the Federal Republic of Germany the use of the
software according to the license does not affect the intellectual property
rights of third parties. If the use of the software nevertheless affects the
intellectual property rights of third parties within the Federal Republic of
Germany, licensor is liable against such third parties. Licensor does not
warrant that the software is free of intellectual property rights of third
parties outside the Federal Republic of Germany. Licensee is obliged to ensure
that the software can be legally used outside the Federal Republic of Germany.
b) Licensee shall inform licensor immediately if third
parties claim that intellectual property rights have been infringed. Licensor
shall pay the cost of any legal action arising from claims in relation to an
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infringement of intellectual property rights within the Federal Republic of
Germany, and shall manage and control the defence or settlement of any such
claims. Licensee shall pay the costs of any legal action for cases outside the
Federal Republic of Germany
c) If the use of the software according to this license affects the intellectual
property rights of third parties within the Federal Republic of Germany, the
licensor, at his sole discretion but with consideration to the licensee’s
situation, shall decide whether to obtain a license, change the software or
replace the software fully or partially, or ends the license.
d) If licensor does not settle the issue of intellectual property rights of
third parties within the Federal Republic of Germany, licensee is entitled to
withdraw from the license agreement. In the event that the holder of property
rights prohibits licensee from exercising the license, payments of all kind made
(e.g. compensation payments) shall entitle the licensee to claim or reclaim part
of the licensing fee paid under clause 3 above of the license.
e) For software not purchased licensor can only be held liable due to infringement of
intellectual property rights of third parties according to the provisions of this
license in the case of gross negligence or intent.

9. Miscellaneous
a) Transfer by the licensee of the rights granted under this license is only
permissible if the prior written consent of the licensor to the transfer has
been obtained.
b) Set-off against the obligation to pay the license fee can only be made by the
licensee if he has accounts receivable from the licensor that have been accepted
or have been legally validated.
c) If certain issues are not covered in this agreement the licensors general terms
of sale shall apply as far as necessary for resolving the respective issue.
Otherwise this license contains all contractual agreements made between the
parties. No other oral or written agreements have been made. Modifications and
additions to this contract shall only be valid if they have been made in
writing.
d) In the event that any of the above provisions are held to be in violation of
applicable law, void, or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, both parties agree
to replace such provision(s) with a valid agreement that will - as far as is
possible - achieve or lead to the same economic results as those intended, and
that best complies with the overall intent of this contract.
e) Place of performance is the place of business of the licensor.
f) Place of jurisdiction for all issues arising from this license is, as far as
is allowed by sec. 38 of the German Civil Code (ZPO), the seat of the licensor.
This Agreement is solely governed by the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany.
Application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods is hereby expressly excluded.

Version Date: 16.05.2007
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G Registration form

Registration form for the software contained and delivered in conjunc-
tion with the in the Simplify Technologies LCM2 modules

We have received the ”General Software License” of Simplify Technologies
GmbH and would hereby like to register the Software contained and deliv-
ered with the LCM2 modules, and accept the ”General Software License” of
Simplify Technologies GmbH to solely govern the use of the Software.

Company:

Name:

Email:

Department:

Street:

Zip code, city:

Country:

Tel:

Fax:

Date and signature of the representative, duly authorized to this effect:

Date: Company, Signature:
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